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1 Executive Summary
This document introduces the architecture specifications and system requirements of the ICT
Platform as well as the technical solution specifications for system-level interfaces, representing
the results of the tasks T4.1 (Architecture Design and Requirements Definition) and T4.3 (Systemlevel interface integration) within the range of WP4 activities.
The design of proper system-level architecture and the analysis of the functional/non-functional
requirements have represented the main objectives of eight working months. In this period the
main research challenges have been focused in the area of interoperability to be granted at each
layer of the infrastructure. The approach was based on the usage of RESTful Web services to
access heterogeneous data, thus allowing each data source to be autonomously accessed by
applications both at the premises and in the backend. In the last 4 month, the R&D activities have
affected also investigations and studies for selecting and integrating system-level interfaces for
both data communications and monitoring/control (i.e., exchange of health status messages to
prevent and manage bottlenecks and disruptions). This monitoring/control interface encompass a
large distributed set of systems from embedded to back-end cloud-based server and provide an
end-to-end real-time data about the systems performance and behaviour.
Based on the performed analysis and studies, this document details the definition of system
requirements, system architecture and system interfaces, providing also a focus on the Pilot Sites
in which the system will be deployed during the CIVIS project.
The “first prototypal release of Sensor Layer and the running software modules ready for
integration” expected as part of the D4.1, will be moved on D4.3 [M18], due to the delay that has
affected the selection of the additional energy and heating sensors to be installed on CIVIS
Testbeds (WP2 – Assessment of testbeds). At the time of the second delivery of this document,
candidate sensors that could be used in the deployment phase have been identified and purchased.
The candidate sensors to be used in the Trentino’s Pilot Sites have been also tested in labs and WP4
is analysing the tests results in order to delineate the best solution that could be used in those sites.
The decision will be taken considering not only the tests results, aimed to reach a sufficient grade
of performance, reliability and scalability in the collection of data from sensors, but also the actual
apartment features (that will be deduced also by the Questionnaires provided to householders
involved in the recruitment phases). After this phase it will be possible to finalize the first
prototypal release of Sensor Layer and related running software modules.
Figure 1 recalls the overall structure of the CIVIS workplan. It is useful to highlight here the
connection and interactions among WPs: WP4, together with the WP3, has a strong ICT focus,
aimed at the development, integration and deployment of solutions focused on the system-level
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(the WP3 is focused on the user-level). The WP4 is also linked to WP5 that aims at bridging the ICT
and social dimensions, ensuring that the outcomes of WP3 and WP4 are able to display their
whole potential in terms of societal impacts. The ICT Dimension (WP4 together with WP3) is also
affected by WP7 that concentrates its activities on the development of sound methodologies for
assessing the impacts of the projects, leveraging on the activities carried out on the pilot sites.

Figure 1 Overall structure of the work plan
The deliverable has been extended in this second version to include new contributions that
receive and meet reviewers’ indications, also thanks to the possibility of including new
information, derived from ongoing activities, which have permitted to reduce the gap of
information present in the first release of deliverable. The main new sections including these
information are:
 Chapter 4 – providing an overall description of CIVIS ICT Platform;
 Paragraph 5.3, detailing better the WP4 R&D areas;
 Paragraphs 8.2.1, 8.2.2, 8.2.3 and 8.2.5, providing additional information about sensor and
network layers and about the Energy Decision Support System to be developed in WP4.
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2 Introduction

2.1 Scope
The present document contains information collected within the range of WP4 activities and it
specifically represents the report of the activities led within the scope of T4.1 (ICT Platform
Requirements and Architecture definition) and T4.3 (System-level interface integration – Web
Service Layer).
The document details the definition of system requirements, system architecture and system
interfaces, providing also a focus on the Pilot Sites in which the system will be deployed in the
range of CIVIS project.

2.2 Audience
This document is addressed to all partners of CIVIS project working in tasks linked to T4.1 or T4.3,
in order to give them a specific detail of activities conducted in these two tasks.

2.3 Summary
CIVIS provides the possibility to implement within the target sites an ICT Platform (ICTP) which
enables a series of functionalities under “social” and “energy” profiles. In particular the ICT
Platform can be divided into two layers, consisting of two sub-platforms, the Social ICT Platform
(Social ICTP) or Social Layer and the Energy ICT Platform (Energy ICTP) or Energy Layer, developed
respectively in WP3 and WP4.
This deliverable is devoted to the design of the Energy ICTP, starting from the analysis of the State
of the Art in the field of energy sensors, the definition of Energy ICTP goals and finally defining its
system requirements, architecture and interfaces.
In the following, system requirements and architecture are defined following a top-down
approach, i.e. starting from high-level information coming from the DOW and adding more details
during the progress of the project and the elaboration of its user stories.
The same approach has been used also in the design of the Interface between Energy ICTP and
Social ICTP.

2.4 Structure
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The document can be divided into four main logical parts:
 A first part, resuming the State of the Art in the field of energy sensors, with a brief look to
situation in CIVIS Pilot Sites;
 A second part, describing the functionalities and the goals to be reached by the
introduction of CIVIS Energy ICTP and its new sensors;
 A third part, describing the requirements of the platform developed within WP4;
 A last part describing the architecture and the interfaces of the system.
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3 State of the Art Sensors and Pilot Sites
In a project like CIVIS, one of the most important goals is to reduce energy consumption, CO2
emission and energy cost and accordingly one of the most important activities to perform is to
measure this energy consumption, in order to both understand the starting level of energy
consumption and evaluate the impact and the effects of all the actions put in place to reduce the
initial measured values.
The measurement techniques of energy consumption are dependent on the energy source.
In CIVIS electric and thermal energy are of interest and, in the following, the according solutions
are listed separately.
In the following chapters, some information about the techniques generally used to measure
electric and thermal energy are collected. For further information/detail on energy networks and
measurement techniques in the Pilot Sites please see CIVIS Deliverable D2.1 “Final Report about
Energy, ICT and Physical Systems of the CIVIS Pilot Sites”

3.1 Electric Energy
Electric energy consumption can be measured directly by specialized instruments.
The acquired data can be used for different proposes, among others:
 Measuring the total electricity consumption of a costumer for billing purposes,
 Measuring the consumption of particular devices for information proposes.

3.1.1 Electricity Meters
Instruments used to measure the total consumption or production (e.g. from PV) of an electrical
power connection are normally called electricity meters.
The metering operator manages electricity meters and their measured consumption is used for
billing. Different typologies of instruments are available at the moment, according to the period in
which they have been installed and the regulations typical of a particular country or region.
The consumption data derived from these meters, due to privacy issues have to be handled with
care. Therefore, the availability of these data for the project consortium depends on the explicit
consent of the customer and the decision of the electricity providers/DSOs to share the data with
the project.
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3.1.1.1

Electromechanical meters

Electromechanical meters (Figure 2) can only display the total consumption in the lifetime of the
meter. The technical principals of these meters are old, but the devices are robust and long living.
To read out the consumption data, one has to personally look at the mechanical display.

3.1.1.2

Smart meters

Figure 2 Electromechanical meters based on Ferraris Principle
Meters based on digital measurement techniques are often called smart meters.
The main advantages of these meters are:
1. Possibility to measure and transmit data about the consumption in discreet units of time;
2. capability to remotely turn on/off the power for a single customer, detect a service
outage, change the maximum electrical power that a customer can request from the grid;
3. capability to remotely change the meter billing plan from credit to prepay, as well as from
flat-rate to multi-tariffs;
4. Communication of the measured data via wireless (GSM) or Cable (power line
communication technology, Ethernet, etc.)
Even though the devices are called smart, they normally do not make decisions. The measured
data, on the other hand, can be used to assign the consumption to several pricing levels. The ways
of communication of the devices are dependent on the specific device (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 Smart meter MT3751 by “SMS Metering”, with GSM connectivity
Since these devices are expensive, their installation is in general not economical. Because of that,
the distribution of smart meters varies from country to country: in Italy these devices are very
common because of political decisions (Figure 4 and Figure 5), while they are uncommon in
Germany, especially because of privacy issues, and other countries of Europe, even though the
European Union requires to install smart meters for every user as described in EU Directive
94/9/EC.
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Figure 4 Landis + Gyr LENNT S3 -MONOFASE Smart Meter used in Storo

Figure 5 Unidirectional and Bidirectional Smart Meters provided in Italy by Enel.
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3.1.1.3

Multiple Tariff Meters

Multiple tariff meters are electromechanical meters, which contain several meters. Each meter
only measures the consumption in a specific time period. This can be used to bill the consumption
according to different electricity tariffs or pricing levels.

3.1.2 Electricity Sensors
In addition to the meters operated by the electricity providers, there are a lot of electricity sensors
able to measure electric power consumption in various ways. These sensors are typically used by
customers (consumers) to have more detailed information, about global or per device
consumption, and, in some cases, automatic and/or remote control. In the following sections
several approaches and devices are presented.

3.1.2.1

Smart Plugs

Smart plugs are sensors which can directly be placed in wall outlets. These plugs have some assets
and drawbacks:
 easy and fast installation;
 high temporal resolution;
 wireless data transfer (using wireless protocols such as Zigbee, Wi-Fi, EnOcean, RF, etc.);
 some devices are able to switch on/off power via remote control;
 some devices can shut off standby devices
- expensive
- plugs need an aggregator to collect the measured data which can be:
o a PC or a single board computer with matching radio connection;
o a proprietary device;
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There are a lot of different smart plug suppliers on the market and the solutions differ in many

Figure 6 Plugwise Circle smart plug (left) and Plugwise USB Stick (right)
ways. In Figure 6 one of them is shown: Plugwise Circle smart plug (left) is a small sensor placeable
directly in wall outlets. Plugwise USB Stick (right) can be used as aggregator for one or more of
these smart plugs, in order to collect their data once they are transmitted over the air [1] [2].

3.1.2.2

Pulse Meters/Counters

Pulse meters/counters can be used to read out the energy consumption measured by smart
meters counting the light pulses provided by a variety of smart meters through a suitable led
interface (Figure 7). They can be attached to the smart meter and send the data to an aggregator
via radio. The aggregator can be a PC/single board computer with an according radio connection
or proprietary devices. Pulse meters often have higher temporal resolutions than smart meter and
can be not only accessed by the metering operator, but by customers as well. These devices may
allow the provision of electrical consumption and/or production data at higher granularity than
that provided by the metering operator.
In Figure 7 Pulse meter (left) can be used to read out smart meters (right) via light pulses
(interface is marked by red circle)
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Figure 7 Pulse meter capable to read smart meters

3.2 Thermal Energy
The second type of energy, which CIVIS aims to reduce in terms of consumption, is thermal
energy. Within civil buildings this energy is used for two different purposes: the production of hot
water both for personal use and for the alimentation of heating radiators. The water heating is
generally obtained either using electricity (and in this case the energy consumption can be
measured using a technique described in previous section) or using combustibles such as natural
gas, biomass, etc.
In the second case, thermal energy consumption can be measured in different ways.

3.2.1 Gas Meters
Gas meters are used when gas is used as the heating source. Technically gas meters do not
measure energy consumption but volume of gas consumption. The energy consumption can be
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computed using the calorific value.
The situation is quite fragmented across Europe and different policies are used in different
countries in order to bill the end users: for example while in Germany customers are billed
according to the consumed energy (not the consumed gas), in Italy the bill is generally divided in
two quotas, a fix amount and a variable amount, where the variable amount is calculated on the
cubic meters of gas consumption [For further information/detail about gas metering systems see
the website of Italian Authority or CIVIS Deliverable D2.1 “Final Report about Energy, ICT and
Physical Systems of the CIVIS Pilot Sites”].

3.2.2 Heat Meter
Heat meters are used in buildings with a heating system for the metering of thermal energy used
for HSW and heating. They measure the flux of the heat transfer fluid (normally water) and its
temperature before and after the monitored area.
This method is used to measure the heating energy consumption of buildings connected to a
district heating grid. The accuracy of this method depend on the type of sensors installed, but
since it needs to be installed in the water cycle, the installation is complex and costly.
Similar to electricity meters, there are heat meters able to measure the consumption per time and
ones only able to measure the total consumption. In addition only specific devices are able to
communicate their measurements via radio or cable.
To obtain consumption data from heating meters without communication possibilities, other ways
have to be considered.

3.2.2.1

Display Cameras

There are solutions able to capture the heating meter display or counter and convert the number
in digital information, which can be sent to an aggregator via different communication ways. We
don’t have deeper insight in these solutions and the practical application has to be investigated.

3.2.3 Heat Cost Allocator
Heat cost allocators are devices attached to individual radiators in buildings that measure the total
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heat output of the individual radiator. Heat cost allocators can be based either on electronic or on
mechanical principles [3]. This method is only able to provide exact values when the technical
characteristics of the radiators are known, or only radiators of one type are mounted, but they can
give insight in the heat consumption per radiator and thereby into the heat consumption per
room.

3.2.4 Smart Thermostatic Radiator Valves
Smart thermostatic radiator valves (Figure 8) can be used to control radiators connected to a
heating system. The difference to classical radiator valves is that smart valves can control the
radiator valve to obtain a specific room temperature and do not only open the valve to a certain
point. To perform this task, smart valves normally have thermometers to measure the room
temperature.
In addition various additional features exist:
 Several time slots, with different target temperatures;
 Some devices recognize an open window by a sudden temperature drop and shot down
the heating for the time of airing;
 Some devices can communicate, via radio or cable, with aggregators to remotely read out
the temperature and control the target temperature.
There are a lot of different devices with different features. There are even solutions which can be
controlled via apps over the internet.

Figure 8 Smart Radiator valve (left) and associated aggregator and control unit (right).

3.2.5 Thermometers
To monitor heating demand, the use of simple thermometers indoor and outdoor can be useful.
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Several techniques are available. In the CIVIS project the precision of the temperature
measurement is not crucial, rather an easy accessibility of the data should be important.

3.3 Current state in Pilot Sites
3.3.1 Storo
3.3.1.1

Electricity consumption meter and injection data

Landis + Gyr Lennt Smart Meter S3/P3 (Figure 4).

3.3.1.2

Electricity consumption data

On end user level the following data is available:
 Monthly consumption per electrical “Time Zones” and ATECUE95 code;
 Monthly production per ATECUE95 code;




Monthly injection per electrical “Time Zones” and ATECUE95 code;
Hourly curve with electric data consumption and/or injection every 15 minutes only for the
costumers that have a consumption and/or injection of electric power bigger than 55 kW.
In San Lorenzo in Banale only 5 costumers satisfied this characteristics;
Association: transformer stations MV/LV – users – EM (electric meters) types – power
available.

On CEIS consortium level the following data is available:
 2013 CEdiS hydro power production (15 min data);
 2013 CEdiS PV production (15 min data);
 2013 CEdiS sale of surplus electricity to national grid (15 min data);
 2013 CEdiS purchase of electricity from national grid for integration (15 min data);
 2013 CEdiS members consumption (15 min data);
 2013 CEIS members PV production (15 min data).
Not in possession but available: Electric data of consumption, production and injection every 15
minutes for all users (Landis & Gyr).
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3.3.1.3

Gas consumption meter

Different models (Mechanical gas meters) for residential and commercial users. Examples can be
seen in Figure 9 and Figure 10:
 for some residential user:

Figure 9 “Nuovo Pignone NPA 12/110 EI” Gas meter


for commercial users:

Figure 10 Actaris ACD G10/Itron G16

3.3.1.4

Gas consumption data

Theoretical study from statistical surveys of wood consumption for heating and local climatic
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information is available.
[For further information/detail about thermal energy demand for HSW and heating see CIVIS
Deliverable D7.1 “Test site report”].

3.3.2 San Lorenzo in Banale
3.3.2.1

Electricity consumption meter

CEIS uses IBM/Enel smart meters, which transmits once a month aggregated data. Consumption
data is stored in CEIS database.

3.3.2.2

Electricity consumption data and injection data

On end user level the following data is available:
 Monthly consumption per electrical “Time Zones1” and ATECUE95 code2;
 Monthly production per ATECUE95 code;
 Monthly injection per electrical “Time Zones” and ATECUE95 code;
 Association: transformer stations MV/LV – users – EM (electric meters) types – power
available.
On CEIS consortium level the following data is available:
 2013 CEIS hydro power production (15 min data);
 2013 CEIS PV production (15 min data);
 2013 CEIS sale of surplus electricity to national grid (15 min data);
 2013 CEIS purchase of electricity from national grid for integration (15 min data);
 2013 CEIS members consumption (“Time Zones”);
 2013 CEIS members PV production (“Time Zones”).

3.3.2.3

Gas consumption meter

No gas grid connection. Natural gas network managed by SNAM-Italgas, it doesn’t cover the entire
city.

1
2

In Storo and San Lorenzo in Banale time of use tariffs with 3 “Time Zones” are common.
Classification of the economic activity of the electric users defined by the Italian government.
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3.3.2.4

Gas consumption data

Theoretical study from statistical surveys of wood consumption for heating and local climatic
information is available.
[For further information/detail about thermal energy demand for HSW and heating see CIVIS
Deliverable D7.1 “Test site report”].

3.3.3 Hammarby Sjöstad
3.3.3.1

Electricity consumption meter

All meters are smart meters with remote metering ability. In case of Hammarby Sjöstad there are
two categories of meters. The consumers either have a possibility to purchase electricity directly
from the energy providers, in which case the meters are owned by the grid owner (Fortum in this
case). These smart meters are from Telenor Cinclus Technologies3 and show in Figure 11.

3

Telenor Cinclus has installed 800,000 smart meters in Sweden for Eon and Fortum.
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Figure 11 - Telenor Cinclus Smart Meter
The other category of smart meter is owned by the housing associations. In this case, the housing
association purchases electricity centrally and it is then sub-metered to households. The range of
meters in this case vary among the housing associations.

3.3.3.2

Electricity consumption data

Hourly and historical data for the building services electricity at building level is available through
the DSO from “Fortum energy accounts”.
The availability of household’s electricity consumption data has to be permitted by every single
household participating in CIVIS. When data access is permitted, hourly consumption data can be
received from the DSO.
It is planned to access data and manage permissions from households using a data collection
service company, Energimolnet. The company will provide the data to CIVIS servers acquiring
permissions from the households.
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[For further information/detail about Data Availability in Hammarby Sjöstad see CIVIS Deliverable
D2.1 “Final Report about Energy, ICT and Physical Systems of the CIVIS Pilot Sites” - Table 1].

3.3.3.3

Heat consumption meter

To measure the heat consumption, meters which measure the water flow and the supply and
return water temperatures are used. The exact model is dependent on the utility, a picture of a
heat meter installed in Hammarby Sjöstad is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 Heating Consumption Meter in Hammarsby
All meters use remote data readout and offer optical pulse interfaces. In Hammarby Sjöstad the
housing association’s heat consumption is measured for billing. The total consumption is then
shared evenly between the households. Some housing associations have sub-metering units
installed at the apartment level but these have traditionally not been utilized due to a lack of
requirement.
Domestic hot water consumption data is available in several cases (reference D7.1). This data is
typically measured by the housing associations. Time granularity is either 1 hour or 1 month. The
meters used vary among the different housing associations but typically are flow meters with
remote metering capability. Figure 13 shows the domestic hot water flow meter installed in one of
the associations.
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Figure 13 Domestic hot water meter installed at one of the housing associations.

3.3.3.4

Heat consumption data

Hourly data at building level is available through the DSO’s web portal (Fortum energy account).
Historical data is also available. Hourly outdoor temperature is also provided for reference. The
data can be easily retrieved in the form of Excel sheets and is available on run-time basis.

3.3.4 Fårdala
3.3.4.1

Electricity consumption meter

Smart meters with remote measurement ability as true for all electricity meters in Sweden. The
meters are installed by Vattenfall that owns the network. The model used is Echelon Telvent
83320.
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Figure 14 Echelon Telvent 83120 electricity smart meter in Fårdala

3.3.4.2

Electricity consumption data

The availability of household’s electricity consumption data has to be permitted by every single
household participating in CIVIS. When data access is permitted, consumption data can be
received from the DSO. The data is available on hourly basis.

3.3.4.3

Heat consumption meter

In Fårdala a main-meter from the utility is used to bill the heat consumption of the whole
neighborhood. The main meter uses remote measurement. The model of this meter is not known.
Additional sub-meters in every house are used to identify the share of every household.
The sub-meters communicate via MBus to a master station which aggregates the data. The data is
then read out by a consultant, who sends back evaluated information in Excel files.
The Master needs one hour to read out all meters via MBus. The readout speed is dependent on
sub-meter model. There are newer models, which can be read out faster. At present, an upgrade
of the system is underway. As of January 2015 one of the three masters covering 55 houses has
been upgraded and the process of connecting the data to CIVIS platform is underway. Upgrade of
other two masters is also planned for coming months.

3.3.4.4

Heat consumption data

The housing association allows CIVIS access to current heat consumption. However the
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granularity and the time delay is not yet clarified and depends on the applied technical solution of
data acquisition. However, the installation of a new Master is in progress, which will enable
runtime heating data availability with hourly granularity for each household. Historical data is also
available for the CIVIS project. At present historical data until 2008 is available for monthly heating
energy use.
Similar to the heating data, hot water data on runtime hourly basis will be available after the
installation of the new Master.

Figure 15 Elvaco CMeX10 series Master that is being installed in Fårdala for runtime data access
for heating and hot water.
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4 The CIVIS ICT Platform in the project context
One of main CIVIS goals is to develop an ICT Platform and introduce it into the existing ICT
infrastructure of the Project Pilot Sites, enabling different functionalities to explore the potential
of Social Networks and Communities towards a significant reduction of energy use and carbon
emissions.
The ICT Platform is a component of the project, whose analysis, design and development is spread
between 3 CIVIS WPs: WP2, WP3 and WP4.
WP2 has the task to define relevant ICT systems that could be introduced, outline the insertion of
the Platform in the Pilot Sites context and define the measures to be introduced in the system to
achieve CIVIS goals.
WP3 and WP4 are in charge of designing and developing the specific subsystems that will form the
entire Platform, in line with the specific range of activities delineated in the DoW.
In this chapter a brief resume of ICT achievements in WP2 is carried on.
In Figure 16 we can see the collocation of the CIVIS ICT Platform within the already existing
context for Trentino Pilot Sites, described in depth in Chapter 3.2.2 of D2.1.
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Figure 16: Overview of the communication relations of the Italian test sites, the CIVIS server and
the CIVIS participants (end user) in the Italian energy system
In general, in all Pilot Sites, the CIVIS ICT Platform will be positioned as a new intermediate actor
between the DSOs and the End User, not deleting the preexistent connections, but adding new
interconnections that enable new functionalities.
The platform will consist of two portions:
1. one, deployed mostly on dwelling-side, made up of the Sensor and Network layers of the
ICT Platform (containing the equipment capable to collect energy data and enable their
delivery on the Internet);
2. and another one, server-side, containing most of the “intelligence” of the Platform,
devoted to analyze, transform and manage the information and the functionalities that will
be provided to end users.
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Chapter 3.2.2 in D2.1 describes the different possibilities for introducing the sensor layer into the
CIVIS Platform. The conclusion of the analysis made there is that the only feasible possibility in the
project is the one including indirect monitoring and/or control of the energy appliances via
additional sensors, since at the moment devices natively capable to build a smart home are very
expensive and not diffused.
While the Sensor Layer will be the data collector in the ICT Architecture, the Application Layers
(developed both in WP4 and in WP3) will introduce the actual enhancements.
One of the most important enhancements will derive from the addition of new communication
channels. While at the moment metering data are mainly used in a one-way communication (see
Figure 17) for billing purposes, the introduction of CIVIS ICT Platform as an intermediate actor will
enable different possible communication channels.

Figure 17: Todays metering data usage situation in the test beds.
As it is possible to see in Figure 18, the most important novelties will be the possibility for all
participants in the energy system to distribute and exchange information between each other and
the provision, by the ICT Platform Decision Support System, of specific information, deriving from
the additional metering (with a finer granularity), which can support the user in decision making
actions. This is the basis to enhance smart grid functionalities and allow further ICT based
measures to enhance the energy system - measures that are listed and ranked in Section 4 of
D2.1.
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Figure 18: CIVIS ICT Platform enhancing the information exchange. In red the new communication
channels

4.1 Overview of the Social ICT Platform
An important part in the development of the Social ICT platform is to create expressive and
valid user profiles concerning users energy prosumptions and (energy-related) SN activities.
These functionalities will be developed in WP3, with direct linkages with WP5 and WP4 with
regard to user data capture (WP5) and energy prosumption data capture (WP4). This is
illustrated in Figure 19.
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Figure 19 CIVIS ICT platform profiler components and task division
Data arriving at Social level from WP4 and WP5, together with data directly produced within
the Social Platform, will be analyzed by a Collider, which will run profiling algorithms trying
to find descriptive and/or inferential properties and to correlate data patterns between
energy data, social data and data that combine the both groups of data.
User profiling will allow characterizing users’ energy prosumption signatures and behaviors,
enabling the following possibilities:
1. Pilot Site stakeholders and administrators can understand users’ energy behaviors and
the corresponding impact, enabling to define measures, strategies and policies aiming
at achieving the CIVIS project goal. A longitudinal observation of user profiles provides,
moreover, scientific evidence on the effects of the proposed solutions.
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2. Users can be characterized with detailed usage information, using data elaborated by
Energy ICT Platform. This could help them in energy monitoring and targeting, and
provide them with feedback on the outcome of their targeting efforts, which
potentially stimulates user engagement. Alerts and suggested corrective actions
coming from the Energy Decision Support System can be forwarded to the user, based
also on user profile information, in the form of tips. In addition, with adequate
consideration of privacy and security, users can be presented with information of their
and other communities allowing them to use more advanced ICT functionality such as
comparison and gamification.
3. Data coming from Energy ICT Platform will define a user profile that could inform with
anticipation on energy behavior and demand. This is a prerequisite for the design,
planning and implementation of demand shifting or demand reduction measures.
4. The users’ engagement and empowering in energy network and community will
enable social aspect of the CIVIS project. For example, dynamic (virtual) community
formation and management can be used to organize coalition of prosumers in service
agreement negotiation, to strengthen their market power and to increase their
bargaining options. Hereby, user profiling is a prerequisite for community formation
algorithms.

4.2 Data Visualization in CIVIS User Interface
Section 3.3 in deliverable D3.1 describes the theory that has outlined the development of
the Data Visualization for CIVIS users. In section 3.4 of the same deliverable, instead, there
is an example of what could be the effective visualization of data in the CIVIS User
Interface. This is only a preliminary example describing only a portion of what should be
the information provided, but it can describe how it could be able to increase energy
awareness and foster the take-up of energy-efficient behaviors among CIVIS users.
The main contents that will be provided are:
o Information of the cost of energy and on the corresponding CO2 footprint;
o Usage of tangible units for consumed energy (e.g., trees needed to offset the CO2
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produced, using the EPA calculator4 as done by Leafully5);
o Current consumption levels, classified in order to make it accessible to users (e.g.,
traffic light color code);
o Comparison with neighbors with similar types of households and with energy-efficient
neighbors (‘energy-efficient neighbors’ will identified by a profiling mechanism that
will be developed as part of WP3 activities);
o Context-aware and personalized tips for increasing energy efficiency;
o Ability to set goals for consumption.
In addition, CIVIS will provide specific features enabling Social dynamics. For this
reason the UI will provide, within CIVIS ICT Platform, also “social functionalities”, such as:
o Ability to join existing challenges/competitions/local initiatives;
o Ability to create new challenges/competitions/local initiatives;
o Ability to donate/share excess energy produced and/or energy saved;
o Ability to set an individual/community goal (the community goals can be joined by
other users in the same community).
An initial prototype of these functionalities can be viewed in the Figure 20 (for more
information about the UI prototype, refer to section 3.4 in deliverable D3.1).

4
5

http://epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy-resources/refs.html
https://leafully.com/
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Figure 20 Sample dashboard for CIVIS energy prosumers

5 ICT System Infrastructure Objectives
The main focus of WP4 is to create an ICT system infrastructure, integrated within the pilot sites,
able to enable a number of innovative user-level applications.
The development of this platform, known as Energy ICTP, is defined in T.4.1 of CIVIS project and
will pursue various objectives.
Inter alia, the platform has the aim of taking over energy data (electricity consumption, PV
production, gas consumption (Storo), indirect heating demand) for selected users, gathering them
through an aggregator, storing the collected data in a persistent DB and making them accessible to
users from WP3 platform.
Furthermore, other objectives, such as user energy profiling and increasing user awareness, are
very important for CIVIS purposes and will be investigated in the following paragraphs.
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5.1 Increase of User Awareness
The possibility to have detailed information about energy cost and consumption at apartment and
devices level is the first step in order to reach one of the main objectives of CIVIS project:
increasing user awareness about energy consumption and the importance of reducing the
consumption.
The possibility to read their cost and consumption data displayed on a clear and simple UI, enables
the users to be conscious about the good or bad trends of their energy management.
Another key point to sensitize users in energy consumption optimization is the possibility to
compare their consumption data with national/local averages. This way, a user can understand
how much energy could be saved if everybody would adopt the right approach.

5.2 User Energy Profiling
The second basic purpose that will be pursued with the introduction of additional sensors into
CIVIS Testbeds is the profiling of users based on energy consumption/production data. This goal
has a main importance for the project, because, having a detailed profile, more specific actions
can be suggested in order to achieve CIVIS overall goals.
In order to achieve this, a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) will be deployed, where data produced
by all additional sensors are collected and aggregated by a Gateway Sensor Node.
In CIVIS network architecture, this is an intermediate node where energy consumption/production
data of each user are gathered and sent, over the Internet, towards a remote server, where they
are stored in the Energy ICTP DB. These data represent the consumption/production pattern of
each user and can be used to analyze user behavior in energy management. With this aim, each
user consumption/production story can be defined as an energy profile, which can be based on
different parameters such as overall consumption at user level, load profile of consumption and
production, produced energy (when a PV system is present), more used appliances in terms of
energy consumption (if device level metering is provided), peak of energy consumption and so on.
This kind of profile can be used from users themselves for correcting their behavior in order to
decrease energy consumption and CO2 emission. Furthermore, the potential of users profiling is
even wider. By using them, energy suppliers/DSOs can have a clear overview of energy
consumption and diffused injection map. Based on that, energy distribution and storing can be
optimized avoiding as much as possible energy transmission losses.
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5.3 Research and development areas
Within WP4 activities, research and development focus is on designing and building a software
infrastructure suitable to support the achievement of the following goals:
 increasing user awareness about energy consumption and reduction and
 to provide structured information as required by upper application level, namely the
Social Platform and the User Interface.
In particular data from a large number of sensors - and coming also from different types of sensors
- shall be gathered, semantically enriched, and processed to build the consumption/production
pattern of each user; this shall be in turn used to analyze user behavior in energy management
and build the energy profile. An aspect is therefore the design and development of the Energy
platform Decision Support System (E-DSS), which shall be based on efficient software libraries and
for custom data processing, storage and retrieval, and shall adopt convenient models to represent
devices, sensed data, and contextual information involved in the energy management decision
support. A description of Energy ICT Platform Application Layer and of the E-DSS is provided in
Section 8.2.4.

6 Additional Devices
In order to achieve the efficiency goals described in CIVIS DoW, Pilot Sites will be equipped with
different categories of additional sensors/controllers, enabling the possibility to collect data about
energy consumption and production and/or to control them. They can be mainly divided into 4
categories:
1. Electricity Monitoring sensors: in this category will be present all sensors needed for
obtaining information about domestic consumption and production of electricity;
2. Heating Controllers: this category refers to those devices capable to control the heating
systems within an apartment;
3. Temperature Sensors and heat flow meters: with this category of sensors it will be
possible to collect information about the indoor/outdoor temperature of an apartment
and to get information about the kCals needed to heat the rooms of an apartment;
4. Gas Meter Readers: in this category are contained those devices that permit to read data
from mechanical gas meters present in CIVIS testbeds and transmit the observed
information towards CIVIS databases.
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The CIVIS Energy ICT Platform will be able to integrate different types of sensors, connecting them
at the Network Level with the higher levels. Moreover different sensors producing similar types of
measurements will be made homogeneous, through the virtualization functionality.
A detail on the Sensor and Network level that will be implemented accordingly with the Pilot Sites
characteristics can be found in Par. 8.2.1 and Par. 8.2.3 of this document.

7 CIVIS ICT Platform description
CIVIS ICT Platform is a platform intended to:
 create an evolved and innovative approach in controlling and monitoring energy
production and consumption by the employment of smart sensors;
 enable the communication between members of the community and between
Distribution System Operators (DSOs) and users/prosumers;
 share information collected and generated within the platform itself with end users
(prosumers and DSOs)
Users in this context can be divided in two different classes, i.e. traditional users, that simply
consume energy directly from energy grids, and prosumers, which instead are also able to produce
energy, distribute it towards the smart grid and use the powerful tools (such as apps,
communication systems, remote controls, etc.) made available by DSO and/or CIVIS Platform.
As previously stated, the CIVIS ICT Platform can be split into two different sub-platforms (Figure 21
CIVIS ICT Platform):
 the lower layer, referred to as “Energy ICT Platform”, which is the object of WP4 activities;
 the higher layer, named “Social ICT Platform”, investigated and implemented mainly in
WP3, which provides also the user interface for CIVIS platform users.
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Figure 21 CIVIS ICT Platform
User access to ICT Platform functionalities is therefore made possible through a User Interface (UI)
implemented in the higher level, i.e. the CIVIS Social ICTP. These functionalities are provided by
accessing information contained both at the same level and at lower level. The interaction
between the two levels takes place by invoking the APIs exposed at the interface by the lower
layer, the Energy ICTP. This interface between the two platforms is based on standard RESTful
methods in order to permit a well-structured and scalable communication in both directions.
Energy ICTP will be based on a three-tier distributed architecture (see also Figure 22 Energy ICT
Platform Architecture):
• A lower tier, enabling an on-the-premises collection of data from building appliances,
sensors and smart meters. This will contain both pre-existent sensors and new ones added
by CIVIS Project and, in order to allow the interconnection of sensors with the upper tier
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•
•

will be structured in two levels:
- the first made up of sensors installed in order to capture information about energy
flows;
- the second made up of those systems needed in order to connect the sensors to the
network (gateways or network connections).
An intermediate tier, where collected data are organized in a cloud based virtual serverfarm and where also some information from prosumers are saved and organized.
An upper tier, providing data manipulation and reorganization, with the possibility of longrange connectivity (provided by the Internet), enabling the access to manipulated data
from user level applications.

The purpose of introducing such a type of ICT platform is to create a smart connection between
users and a lot of sensor types, supporting the users in understanding the context in which energy
consumption, production and distribution take place and which habits or lifestyles can improve
these processes in a “green” direction.
From this perspective, an important feature of Energy ICTP is the presence of a decision support
tool, which is called Decision Support System (DSS). The DSS could be used by a user application
layer (within Social ICTP) to obtain useful data to suggest optimal strategies for energy
reduction/optimization and for Environment care.
The Energy ICTP architecture is defined in order to provide 3 main functionalities [4] to upstanding
layer (the Social ICTP):
 Analysis of collected data, in order to find correlations and provide added value
information associated to single user profiles;
 Energy monitoring functionality, permitting to end users to visualize real time and
historical data about energy consumption/production from all sensors associated to their
profile;
 Efficiency calculations (percentage of CO2 reduction, cost reduction, etc.), in order to
understand the impact of all decision in the direction of pollution and bill reduction.
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7.1 User Requirements
In Table 1 are listed the User Requirements (UR) for the Energy ICTP, which have been defined
according to CIVIS DoW and User Stories:
Requirement
Area

ID

Description

Reference

UR1.1 The Energy ICT platform must allow user authentication Page 22 T.4.5 (“secured
requiring security username and password in order to database must protect
provide access to Energy ICT platform functionalities
privacy
preventing
undesired information
access”)
UR2.1 The Energy ICT platform must permit to end users to Page 59 DOW
visualize information concerning their current energy
User Interaction

consumption, production, cost, CO2 emission.

Control

UR3.1 The Energy ICT platform must permit to end users to
visualize information concerning historical data of a specific
energy resource in use.
UR4.1 Users must be able to obtain the information visualized in
the Public Displays at the entrance of a building, if this
display is available and able to share data.
UR2.1 The
Energy
ICT
platform
must
permit
to
prosumers/collectivities
to
obtain/visualize
status
information (current status, diagnostic info and, if possible,
last sent information timestamp) about energy systems
(sensors?) associated to their profile
UR2.2 The Energy ICT platform must allow end user, if this
functionality is present on the controlled device, to modify
the ON/OFF status of smart plugs and other possible
sensors

Table 1- Energy ICT Platform User Requirements
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Users Stories
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7.2 Software Requirements
Software Requirements (SR) have been divided in Functional Software Requirements (FSR) and
Non Functional Software Requirements (NFSR), the first specifying constraints needed to
implement system functionalities, the last not depending on particular functionalities, but only
needed to meet some constraints in terms of performance, scalability, security, etc. They are
listed in the following Table 2 and Table 3:
Requirement Area ID
FSR1.1

FSR1.2

Sensor Level

FSR1.3

FSR1.4

FSR2.1
Network Level

FSR3.1
Web Service Level
FSR3.2

Version: 2.0; Version Date: 2015.02.27

Description
The system must include a sensor level that
covers the integration and deployment of
hardware sensors.
The sensor level must include electricity
counters and smart plugs in order to provide
electricity consumption/ production data
associated to that specific sensor.
The sensor level must include thermometers
or other type of sensors in order to provide
environmental and heating consumption
data.
Existing and additional sensors, which cannot
be connected to the Energy ICT platform by
wires/cables, will be connected using wireless
technologies/protocols (ranging from Wi-Fi to
WSN networks)

Reference
DoW (WP4 Objectives)

DoW (WP4 Objectives)

DoW (WP4 Objectives)

DoW (WP4 Objectives)

The Energy ICT platform must provide a DoW (WP4 Objectives)
middleware able to extend native
connectivity of meters, environmental
sensors and other platforms' data sources,
implementing a data source virtualization
based on TCP/IP.
The Energy ICT platform must provide a DoW (WP4 Objectives)
middleware able to represent each
sensor/virtual-sensor with a service exposing
a REST interface.
The web service level must provide, where DoW (WP4 Objectives)
possible,
basic
data
aggregation
functionalities.
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FSR3.3

The web service level must be run in a cloud DoW (WP4 Objectives)
computing environment.

FSR4.1

The Energy ICT platform must implement, DoW (WP4 Objectives)
within ICT application level, an analisys of
collected data, in order to find correlations
and provide added value information.

FSR4.2

The Energy ICT platform must implement,
within ICT application level, the energy
monitoring functionality. This functionality
must permit to end users to check real time
and historical data about energy
consumption/production from all sensors
associated to their profile.
The Energy ICT platform must implement,
within ICT application level, the efficiency
calculations (percentage of CO2 reduced, cost
reduction, etc)
The Energy ICT platform must collect near
real time monitoring information about the
performance/behaviour (of both embedded
and back-end cloud-based servers), in order
to prevent and manage bottlenecks and
disruptions.
Statistics and efficiency calculations must be
provided with a temporal trend over last year

DoW (WP4 Objectives)

The Energy ICT platform must provide the
possibility to compare user data with a
reference scenario before the CIVIS
implementation
The Energy ICT platform must be able to
collect data directly from communities and
single prosumers (using manual or automatic
procedures)
The Energy ICT platform must contain a
module capable to extract
consumption/production information from
data coming from Social Platform
Each property relevant to the energy
optimization of data sources must be

WP2 Energy model description
(KIT)

FSR4.3

FSR4.4

Application Level

FSR4.5
FSR4.5

FSR4.7

FSR4.8

FSR4.9
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DoW (WP4 Objectives)

DoW WP4 - T4.3

WP2 Energy model description
(KIT)

DoW WP4 - T4.5

DoW WP4 - T4.5

DoW WP4 - T4.5
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represented in XML format.
FSR4.10 The Energy ICT platform must contain a
DoW WP4 - T4.5
module capable to map data extracted from
Social Platform to Metering Data (correlating
social dynamics with real data, in order to
measure which dynamics most influence
production/consumption)
FSR4.11 The Energy ICT platform must provide to
DoW WP4 (Objectives)
upper layers energy consumption data with a
temporal resolution from 15 to 30 minutes.
FSR4.12 The Energy ICT platform must collect in a
database all data coming from connected
existing sensors, additional sensors and social
platform.
FSR4.13 The Energy ICT platform must collect in its
databases the data provided by the DSO
about users' consumptions and other
information contained in their profiles.
FSR5.1

FSR5.2
Interfaces

DoW WP4 - T.4.5

Fig. 3 CIVIS Conceptual
Architecture - DoW Part B;
DoW CIVIS Objectives

All system functionalities implemented within DoW WP4 - T4.3
ICT Application level (energy monitoring, data
analysis and efficiency calculations) must be
available to external applications (e.g. WP3
Social Platform, user applications, etc.)
though suitable interfaces.
The collected monitoring data about Energy
DoW WP4 - T4.3
ICT platform behaviour/performances must
be available to Platform Administrators

FSR5.3

The access to Energy ICT platform system
functionalities must be granted based on
different types of user credentials (prosumer,
collectivity representative, DSO operator,
platform administrator, etc.)

Page 22 T.4.5 (secured
database must protect privacy
preventing
undesired
information access)

FSR5.4

The Energy ICT platform must expose a public Fig. 4 CIVIS ICT Platform
IP address in order to be reachable via
Architecture - Dow Part B
Internet connection

Table 2 - Energy ICT Platform functional Software Requirements
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Requirement
Area

ID

Description

NFSR1.1

The system must use standard
DoW Page 21 T4.2; DoW page 62 $1.1.5
communication protocols both to
integrate sensor communication
network and to implement any
interface with other components.
The GreenButton standardized data WP3 proposal accepted by Reply.
format should be used in order to
Reference mails:
exchange data between Energy and
- 2014.06.03 17.53 proposal;
Social ICT Platforms
- 2014.06.10 18.34 - Reply acceptance;
- 2014.07.03 17.05 communication to
whole Consortium of the use of this
standardized data format in WP3.

NFSR1.2
Standards

NFSR2.1

Scaling

Security

NFSR3.1
NFSR4.1

Openness

Reference

The Energy ICT platform must be
DoW Page 22 T4.2; DoW page 62 $1.1.5
designed with a modular
component-based architecture, in
order to allow to scale up to include
a very large number of sensors and
to communicate with a large
number of applications/users
Collected data must be stored in
DoW Page 22 T.4.5
secured databases.
The Energy ICT platform must be
released providing open APIs and
key
components must be released
under open-source license.

DoW Page 59 $1.1.2; DoW page 62 $1.1.5

Table 3 - Energy ICT Platform non-functional Software Requirements
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8 System Architecture
The Architecture of Energy ICTP, displayed in Figure 22 Energy ICT Platform Architecture, has been
defined taking into account the requirements defined in previous section. The basic idea is to
develop a platform made up of 4 overlapping levels [4].
More in detail (starting from the bottom):
• At low level the system will support a large set of sensors, enabling the monitoring of
energy consumption and production, together with environment parameters. This Sensor
Level contains both preexistent sensors and new sensors.
• All sensors in previous level are connected to the system using a Network Level. New
sensors are connected, if needed, to a virtualizer in order to provide TCP/IP access to those
sensors that cannot be natively connected to internet.
• Connected sensors and energy supplier/DSO servers (that will provide additional data
stored in their DBs) are then connected to the ICT Energy Application Level (Middleware)
through suitable interfaces. Virtual sensors are modeled and accessed through REST Web
Services, while data from energy suppliers/DSOs will be collected using techniques
depending on provided interfaces (e.g. Message Queuing).
• Finally, within the Application Enabler Level, the system stores all data coming from Sensor
Level into its databases, where also data coming from Prosumers are collected and
appropriately recorded. An Information Aggregator or Inference Engine will find
correlations among all data, in order to create a decision support system, capable to
provide added value services to user level applications.
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This first overview of system architecture can be better defined by describing the most important

Figure 22 Energy ICT Platform Architecture
inputs and outputs of the entire system and defining data flow among different sub-components
of the proposed ICT Platform.
At low level a large set of possible devices (sensors/actuators) could be used for project purposes.
The idea is to give support to devices such as:
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Electricity consumption smart meters;
Electricity production meters;
Heating consumption meters;
Hot water energy consumption meters;
Thermometers;
Smart plugs (possibly capable to be remotely controlled);
Presence sensors;
Light sensors.

Preexistent sensors should be connected to the platform within WP7, using techniques that are
not in the scope of WP4.
Regarding new sensors, the ones with the possibility to transmit data over a standard interface are
virtualized and connected to the Internet. In this way their data can be accessed by the REST
interface provided by the virtualizer components. The sensors that can be natively connected to
the Internet will be directly connected to the Application Enabler level: aggregation routines will
take care to collect provided data into predisposed Databases
Measures coming from sensors that do not provide any communication interface will be collected
through periodic surveys among users (this could mean also a simple data communication
performed by the user to the energy supplier or directly to CIVIS Platform through suitable
interfaces).
Other data will come directly from energy suppliers/DSOs using different communication
technologies (e.g. providing REST Web Services or implementing message queuing systems).
According to this schema, using different types of interfaces (Web Services, energy suppliers/DSOs
interfaces or pure Internet) all sensors measures and data coming from energy supplier/DSOs will
arrive to the higher level of the ICT Platform, where they will be stored in a suitable database.
This database will collect both data associated to energy consumption/production and data
associated to users belonging to CIVIS Community.
In order to correctly link information associated to CIVIS Community users and their sensor data, it
will be necessary to create a correlation between these two types of information. In order to
implement this link within the WP4 a set of specific APIs will be defined. This APIs could be used by
an application that will concretely create the link when all sensors will be registered by their
owners. This application could be developed either in WP3 or in WP4, but this choice will be taken
in a second phase of the project, when the information to understand the more convenient
solution will be available. In both cases correlation data that will be create in the Energy ICTP
could be shared with the Social ICTP, if needed.
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Finally all data collected in the Energy ICTP databases will be used by an Inference Engine, which
will provide further aggregation and correlation operations, to create additional complex
information for supporting decisions (Decision Support System).
This upper level, called Application Enabler Level, will provide a standard interface towards Social
ICTP, based on REST technologies: Social ICTP will provide queries and social data through this
interface, in order to receive data about:




specific consumptions and production, associated to a single user/prosumer or to an
entire collectivity;
statistics or other complex data (such as tips about convenient tariffs), directly associated
to a profile in a specific period;
status of specific smart sensors, in order to satisfy the need of user to get information
about them.

The DSS, on its side, could automatically perform periodic elaborations on data generated in the
platform by simple or complex event, which could cause that some information (such as a tip) will
need to be delivered through the same interface to the Social ICTP, without any specific request.
Figure 23 CIVIS ICT Platform Architecture describes an overall view of proposed architecture.
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8.1 CIVIS and HI Reply platform
In the development of the CIVIS ICT Platform, Reply will reuse parts of the code developed in its
Labs, which constitutes a proprietary platform for the “Internet of Things” and for
“MachineToMachine” applications, called HI Reply. This platform is able to collect data from a
variety of sensors, to store them into a MS SQL Database and to elaborate these data through a
configurable engine for supporting decision making. Reply will reuse, where convenient, libraries
and solutions developed within HI Reply, developing, if necessary, proper adapters that will permit
the communication with other software modules using public APIs.
More in detail HI Reply is a platform developed by Reply to satisfy a wide range of needs raising in
the field of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and IoT (Internet of Things) applications.
The main features of the HI Reply platform are pervasiveness, transparency, portability, flexibility,
context sensitivity and a capacity to self-adapt and self-configure. HI Reply creates an ecosystem
of people, objects and services, linked by a network and supported by technology conceived to
ensure a high level of interoperability between nodes, whether on the electrical or communication
protocol level, via the exchange of data using the shared standard Web Services.
The most important capability provided by HI Reply is its compatibility: it allows connecting and
communicating with any device in either wired or wireless mode. This kind of flexibility is provided
by a layered approach: an application gains data without the need to know and manage
communication peculiarities of each device. The layered approach contains the following layers:
 The Hardware Adaptation Layer: is in charge of establishing connections with the devices by
the given technologies and provides packets transmission.


The Network Layer: asks and manages requests to open connections through the Hardware
Adaptation Layer and provides suitable decoding of received packets. It is also in charge to
communicate with the upper Web Service layer to instantiate the services that represent the
capability device.



Web Services: Network Layer deals with the communication with the upper Web Service Layer
to instantiate the services that represent the capability device.



The Application Layer: manages the information obtained from the connected devices. This
layer contains the Context Awareness Framework, capable to perform advanced data
manipulations based on a reasoning engine.
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Figure 24 HI Reply Platform Layers
The context data coming from the nodes are used by the Context Awareness Framework in order
to recognize the current context and enable a reasoning process based on the recognized context
and its possible changes.
Any context change will trigger a new reasoning process that can generate a variable number of
decision-making events. The changes triggered by the events of decision-making will be applied to
the relevant context data and propagated to all involved objects. The decisional events, that
modify the actuators state, will be processed in events directed to node associated with the
service.

Figure 25 Context Awareness and Reasoner Module
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The Context Awareness Framework combines several techniques, from semantic reasoning to
specific or optimized processing, and aims to meet the most different requirements of adaptive
reasoning. In particular the framework includes:
 Semantic Methods, used for complex logic and/or logic that need to be revised frequently.


Complex event processing, used in cases where large quantities of data have to be managed,
such as for example in smart-grid systems.



Statistic methods used in cases where data sets are incomplete or partially inconsistent.

The Semantic Reasoner module is capable of managing rich semantic models (RDF, OWL) and
executing complex reasoning. A powerful integrated rule-engine can execute complex business
logic expressed as an IF-THEN rule set and the reasoning framework is based on Jena, a Java
framework including data handling and semantic reasoning capabilities.
The semantic reasoning module facilitates the development context-aware services providing the
infrastructure for managing an ontology-based representation of entities involved in the system
and for reasoning about them.

8.2 Detailed architecture description
Based on the information contained in the previous sections, it is possible to provide a more
specific architecture description of the Application Enabler Level of the Energy ICTP.

8.2.1 Details on the Energy ICTP Sensor Level
Based on the indications stemming from WP2 and WP7, the WP4 has defined a set of suitable
sensors that could be used in each Pilot Site. Having all the 4 selected pilot sites different
characteristics, personalized solution have been defined.

8.2.1.1

Storo

In this Pilot Site the main objective is to be able to gather, for a portion of the houses involved in
the experimentations, “near-real time” data about consumption and production of electricity and
about the consumption of gas for domestic usage.
For this reason the following sensors are planned to be installed at house level:



Amperometric clamps or pulse reader on production and consumption main electricity
meters, to obtain instantaneous reading of electricity flows.
3 smart plugs on the most energy consuming appliances in the house to obtain information
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about consumption associated to that specific appliance.
1 smart camera to be installed on the house gas meter, to get information in almost real
time on the gas consumption.

8.2.1.2

San Lorenzo in Banale

In San Lorenzo the situation is similar to Storo for the electricity aspects, while differences are
about the heating that is mainly generated via bio-mass stoves. For this reason some differences
will be present in the sensors used for measuring the heating energetic balance for each
apartment.
The following sensors are planned to be installed for each house:




Amperometric clamps and/or pulse readers on production and consumption main
electricity meters, to obtain instantaneous reading of electricity flows.
3 smart plugs on the most energy consuming appliances in the house to obtain information
about consumption associated to that specific appliance.
1 indoor thermometer for getting information about the difference of temperature
between indoor and outdoor temperature. The outdoor temperature will not be measured
for each single house in the pilot site, but only very few outdoor thermometers (or web
resources) will be used to get this information.

8.2.1.3

Hammarby Sjöstad

In Hammarby Sjöstad the main objective - from the sensor point of view - is to be able to collect
data, in “near real-time”, about: electricity consumption at apartment level (no local production
present), heating consumption and domestic hot water at household level. For this reason the
following sensors are planned to be installed at household level or have to be connected to the
network:
 Amperometric clamps consumption main electricity meter, to obtain instantaneous
reading of electricity flows and cloud computing based solutions that allow disaggregation
at appliance level.
 About domestic hot water consumptions, existing sensors will be used and will be
connected to the CIVIS server using Energimolnet service.
 For heating building level data is available through existing sensors.
The kit that includes amperometric clamps contains also smart plugs that enable the remote
control of the connected device (but not direct electricity metering).
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8.2.1.4

Fårdala

In Fårdala the same measurements described for Hammarby are planned to be collected in “near
real-time”, i.e.: electricity consumption at apartment level (no production present), indoor
temperature, district heating and domestic hot water at household level. For this reason similar
types of sensors are planned to be installed at household level or connected to the Internet:
 Electricity data will be collected using existing sensors and connected to CIVIS server using
Energimolnet service.
 Smart radiator thermostats will be installed in some houses which, apart from providing
indoor temperature, additionally offer control the users to adjust the heating energy use.
 Regarding district heating and domestic hot water consumptions, all houses are already
equipped with suitable sensors, but they need to be connected to the CIVIS server using a
Master gateway (network level operation, already in progress).

8.2.2 List of solutions suitable for the deployment phase
This chapter provides a vision of possible sensors suitable for the deployment phase (Task 4.5). In
particular the list contains sensors for electricity, gas, temperature and hot sanitary water and
district heating measuring/control, that have been considered suitable for equipping the CIVIS
Pilot Sites, based on characteristics declared by their vendors. The intention is to test the kits in
laboratory for understanding their real capabilities and the applicability to the CIVIS context.
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8.2.2.1

Sensors for Trentino Pilot Site

Manufacturer

Amperometric
Clamp

Optical pulse reader

Functionalities:
Amperometric
clamps can monitor
electric
consumption and
production.

Functionalities:
Optical Pulse Reader
can monitor
consumption and
production on
compatible smart
meters.

IAMs
(Smart Plugs)

EnvirNET
(Display and
network gateway)

Current Cost
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Functionalities:
IAM (Individual
Appliance Monitor)
measures the
electric
consumption of
associated
appliance.

Functionalities:
EnvirNET collects
data from all
previous sensors,
displays information
on its screen and
sends information
on its output ports
(over the Internet or
towards a pc).
It includes also a
built-in digital
thermometer.
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Manufacturer

Plugwise

Manufacturer

Open Energy
Monitor

Circle+, Circle and Zigbee Dongle

Raspberry Pi

Functionalities:
Circle+ and Circle are smart plugs (Circle+
coordinates all others). They can monitor
consumptions and can be remotely
switched on/off

Functionalities:
Raspberry Pi runs open source software
able to collect data via the Zigbee USB
Dongle and to provide server
functionalities to remotely manage the
smart plugs.

Amperometric
Clamps + Wireless
Transmitter

EmonTH Temperature&
Humidity Sensor

Functionalities:
Amperometric
clamps can monitor
electric
consumption and
production and
transmit data using
a radio transmitter
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Outdoor
temperature
sensors

Functionalities:
Outdoor
temperature
sensor is
waterproof
temperature
sensor suitable for
outdoor
installations

Functionalities:
EmonTH is
temperature and
humidity sensor
suitable for indoor
installations

Raspberry Pi +
433MHz radio
transmitter

Functionalities:
Raspberry Pi +
Wireless
transmitter collects
data via a wireless
and wired
interfaces from all
other sensors and
makes them
available over the
Internet
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Manufacturer

Amperometric
Clamps + Wireless
Transmitter

Smart Plug RF

Kit Gas RF

Functionalities:
Kit Elettra I RF can
monitor electric
production
counting the pulses
of the smart meter
and transmit data
using a radio
transmitter Smart
Plug RF: measures
the electric
consumption of
associated
appliance.

Functionalities:
Kit Gas RF
measures the gas
consumption via a
smart camera
connected to a
wireless adapter.

Powerbox Data
Center

WarmPieSoft
Functionalities:
Kit Elettra T RF can
monitor electric
consumption and
transmit data using
a radio transmitter.
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Functionalities:
Powerbox Data
Center collects
data via a wireless
and wired
interfaces from all
other sensors and
makes them
available over the
Internet.
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Manufacturer

Wireless Smart Camera

Raspberry Pi and
IMST Wireless M-BUS USB Dongle

FastForward
Functionalities:
Wireless Smart Camera converts in digital
units the number displayed by analog gas
meters and sends the data via an
encrypted radio interface (Wireless MBUS standard.
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Functionalities:
Raspberry Pi runs open source software
able to collect data via the IMST Wireless
M-BUS USB Dongle. Data will be later
transmitted towards CIVIS servers.
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8.2.2.2

Sensors for Stockholm Pilot Sites

Manufacturer

Amperometric Clamps and Gateway

Smart Plugs

SMAPPEE

Functionalities:
Amperometric clamps can monitor
electric consumption and production
Gateway connects through Wifi network
and using deaggregation algorithms
identifies and measures the energy use by
various appliances. Data access: can be
accomplished through APIs provided by
the developer.

Functionalities:
Smart plugs are connected through the
gateway and provide control for individual
appliances (only control, not metering).

Manufacturer

TELLDUS
SMART HOME
KIT

Tellstick net gateway

Functionalities:
Tellstick net collects data
via wireless interfaces from
all other sensors and makes
them available over the
Internet.
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Indoor temperature
/hygrometer

Functionalities:
Thermo/Hygrometer
temperature and humidity
sensor suitable for indoor
installations.

Smart plugs

Functionalities:
Smart plugs control
individual appliances
through Telldus (only
control, not metering).
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Manufacturer

eQ3

Wireless Radiator
Thermostat

Functionalities:
Wireless Radiator
Thermostat is responsible
for regulating the radiators
and replaces the manual
radiators.

Version: 2.0; Version Date: 2015.02.27

Cube LAN Gateway

Wireless Wall Thermostat

Functionalities:
Cube LAN Gateway is the
gateway between LAN and
the RF comms of the MAX!
System. An Ethernet port
connects to the network
and power is provided via a
USB socket.

Functionalities:
Wireless Thermostat is a
wall mounted display that
provides control for the
system and displays the
indoor temperature.
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8.2.2.3

Measurements and suitable sensors
Trentino
San Lorenzo in
Banale

Electric consumption
per apartment
Electrical
Energy

x

Storo

x

Electric consumption
per appliances

x

x

Photovoltaic electric
production

x

x
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Stockholm
Suitable
Sensors
Solutions
_Current Cost
_Open Energy
Monitor
_WarmPieSoft
_Current Cost
_Plugwise
_WarmPieSoft
_Current Cost
_Open Energy
Monitor
_WarmPieSoft

Suitable
Sensors
Solutions

Hammarby
Sjöstad

Fårdala

x

x

_Smappee

x

_Smappee
_Telldus Smart
home kit

x
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Heating

Indoor Temperature

x

Outdoor
Temperature

x

Analysis of building
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8.2.3 Details on the Energy ICTP Network and Web Service Level
The sensor that are planned to be installed in each Pilot Site communicate data over different
network protocols. Some sensors could natively provide capabilities for Internet connection, but
many cannot and communicate instead data over RF technologies such as:




Zigbee, used e.g. by Plugwise devices
C2, in 433.92MHz SRD band, used e.g. by CurrentCost devices
868.3Mhz Radio Frequency protocol, used EQ-3 Max and OpenEnergyMonitor sensors.

Each of these RF technology can be in itself complex to handle and require proper HW/SW
modules, but for the selected devices the management of wireless communication is handled by
appropriate commercial receivers and data aggregator, provided by the same manufacturer of the
sensors.
Sensors that cannot directly support TCP/IP protocol will be connected to a gateway that will add
this functionality.
Data provided from generic sensors could be virtualized and made homogeneous, extracting raw
data from received messages and enveloping them in a suitable and more abstract format. In this
way similar sensors will be treated in the same way by upper layers, even if producing different
raw data (Virtualization), abstracting from hardware and device specific unneeded details. A
proper model for each type of sensor will be created for being used in the upper layers. The
virtualization and data abstraction can occur at two level. The local aggregator can in some cases
adapt the format of received data, filtering data or enriching them with information such as
timestamp or other information that could be useful for data analysis.
Software module on the server will receive data by REST services and take charge of adapting data
as needed, to provide them at the application level.
For the communication over the Internet between the home devices and the server, REST
interfaces with standard HTTP methods (GET, PUT, POST, or DELETE) have been selected
considering the large diffusion, they are supported by almost all development language and by
some sensors, the adequate performance, scalability, simplicity. Content format can be XML or
Json.
To implement, when needed, control features, sensors will be accessible via REST API, either
directly or through their control device.
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8.2.4 Details on Application Level
In Figure 26 it is possible to analyze the architecture detailing also how the HI Reply platform will
be embedded in the overall system.

Figure 26 Application Enabler Level architecture details
Starting from the bottom, all data coming from the sensors layer will arrive to the lower interface
of the Application Enabler Level, where several listeners will enable the platform to integrate
sensors using several technologies and protocols. Each one of the input interfaces will be chosen
based on sensors and devices specifications and the characteristics of their data stream. HTTP
could be preferred for one-shot measurements, AMQP for continuous or high frequency data
streaming, and a query engine will be the key for integrating legacy or third party databases and
model them as if they were actually “virtual” sensors. The last one seems to be the most
appropriate way to integrate DSOs databases if needed, for example.
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Data will be thus treated by the Data Gathering module, which will process each message in order
to harmonize the data stream. The harmonized data stream will be then delivered to the Sensor
Types and Message Types modules, which are in charge to get measures from each message,
associating them to a specific sensor type, organizing all measures in single streams associated to
a single sensor and providing the organized information to the Data Access Layer (DAL), which will
be in charge to store all information in the Prosumers and Sensors Data Management DB.
Here there will be a collection of information, not only about sensors, but also about users who
possess those sensors.
Data about users/prosumers will come through the Users & Device Manager, which will take care
to provide to upper layers all the APIs necessary to correctly implement the association between
each user and his/her sensors.
All data collected in the system database will be accessible from the HI Reply platform, and
eventually from other application enabler modules, via the DAL. This module will be also
connected to a GreenButton Adapter, which will enable the possibility to exchange data with
other platforms (in particular the Social ICTP) using the GreenButton standardized data format.
GreenButton data will be or directly accessible by external platform, or mediated by the HI Reply
platform (compare par.9.3). In the above image, the data are directly accessible, without any other
mediation than the GreenButton adapter.
HI Reply will access all information contained in the system DB in order to elaborate them. The
process could be modeled in two steps:
 First, an inference engine will manipulate raw data in order to extrapolate information and
calculate specific metrics, properly defined.
 Second, the Decision Support System will elaborate raw data and derived from inference
ones in order to define tips to be delivered to a specific user or category of users.
Tips produced by the DSS will be delivered through a specific interface implementing HI Reply APIs
and their possible extensions.
As explained in the above architecture description, energy monitoring and efficiency analysis
functionalities will be enabled by Hi Reply platform, which will need configurations and
customization for CIVIS. The decision support system for CIVIS will leverage on existing Hi Reply
inference engine, but it will also exploit basic aggregation functionalities provided by other
components and methodologies, such as SPARQL queries (already supported by Hi Reply) or with
traditional data access, manipulation and retrieval functions (including stored procedures) or
language integrated queries or specialized algorithms.
Therefore there will be a cooperation between processing modules based on different
technologies and deployed to address different reasoning needs. The Semantic Reasoner module
implements a semantic reasoning approach, through a semantic representation of the system
knowledge base (OWL ontology) and an inference-based reasoning over it (inference rules and
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engine). Other models are required, for instance for supporting the Green Button API or for XMLbased data exchange, or as a schema for a relational database. Thus it will be needed to maintain
an alignment between different models; automatic data transformation and alignment between
data hierarchies in different models will be preferred.
In CIVIS Energy ICT Platform, data to be handled is heterogeneous due to different types, sources,
and frequency of update. This is a research and development issue to be addressed.
The data from the sensors can be received in two ways:
 Data received from each apartment continuously, at short time intervals in requiring
immediate analysis, as they can trigger notification of warnings and suggestions for the
short term
 Batch data, received from DSO at longer time period. This can be a large amount of data
which shall be analyzed in order to identify average values, trends, peaks, anomalies;
however some kind of recommendations would be not applicable, due to the missing of
real time data.
Suitable data model shall be defined to represent entities and to handle any kind of data relevant
for the ICT energy or social platforms.
Semantic modeling of entities related to CIVIS domain will include modeling devices, sensed data,
and contextual information in order to create a knowledge base from heterogeneous data.
Context information includes not only basic information such as user profile data, data about
monitored appliances, energy domain information such as tariffs, data from external services such
as weather forecast, but also data derived from the analysis of raw data, such as average values
for a certain category of consumption or for a certain type of users. Derived contextual
information useful for further applications will be identified and made available through open
APIs.
While addressing the heterogeneity of data challenge, detailed design and implementation shall
also consider the scaling potential of the platform beyond the scale of the pilot sites. Thus, this
shall be taken into consideration in the entity modeling as well as in the development of
aggregation and virtualization methods. It is needed to analyze available data and application
needs, to model relevant aspects, and to devise suitable methods and API to support the use cases
in the pilot sites and to provide information for further applications.

8.2.5 Details on Energy platform Decision Support System (E-DSS)
In 1995 Turban [5] has defined a Decision Support System (DSS) as “an interactive, flexible, and
adaptable information system that supports decision-making activities, especially developed for
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supporting the solution of a semi-structured and non-structured management problem for
improved decision making”. It also provides facilitated access to a variety of data sources, formats,
and types.
There are several ways to classify DSS applications. Holsapple and Whinston [6] classify DSS into
the following six frameworks, based on the main focus of their analyses:







text-oriented DSS;
database-oriented DSS;
spreadsheet-oriented DSS;
solver-oriented DSS;
rule-oriented DSS;
compound DSS. A compound DSS is the most popular classification for a DSS. It is a hybrid
system that includes two or more of the five basic listed previously.

Another possible classification is based on the level of intelligence that the system can offer to the
end user.
A DSS can be defined passive whereas it aids the process of decision making, but that cannot bring
out explicit decision suggestions or solutions. An active DSS, instead, can generate a such type of
decision suggestions or solutions. Finally, a third type of DSS, the cooperative DSS, allows the
decision maker to modify, complete, or refine the decision suggestions provided by the system,
before sending them back to the DSS for validation. The DSS recalculates, improves and refines the
inputs coming from the decision maker, sending back the new results to end user for validation.
The cyclic approach then can start again, until a consolidated solution is generated.
Another taxonomy for DSS, created by Daniel Power, using the mode of assistance as the criterion,
differentiates:





A communication-driven DSS supports more than one person working on a shared task;
examples include integrated tools like Google Docs;
A data-driven DSS or data-oriented DSS emphasizes access to and manipulation of a time
series of internal company data and, sometimes, external data;
A document-driven DSS manages, retrieves, and manipulates unstructured information in
a variety of electronic formats;
A knowledge-driven DSS provides specialized problem-solving expertise stored as facts,
rules, procedures, or in similar structures;
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A model-driven DSS emphasizes access to and manipulation of a statistical, financial,
optimization, or simulation model. Model-driven DSS use data and parameters provided by
users to assist decision makers in analyzing a situation; they are not necessarily dataintensive.

CIVIS Platform will implement DSS functionalities at two different levels: a lower level will be
contained in the Energy ICTP (Energy Platform DSS or E-DSS) and an upper level will be provided
into the Social ICTP (Social Platform DSS or S-DSS). In this section an overview of Energy Platform
DSS will be provided. According to previous definition, we can state that the Energy DSS will be a
“compound”(mainly rule-oriented and database-oriented DSS), “active” and “data / knowledge
driven” DSS.
Different authors describe the components of a generic DSS according to different approaches compare Sprague and Carlson (1982) [7], Power (2002) [8], Hättenschwiler (1999) [9]. One of
particular interest is the one provided by Marakas in 1999 [10], built upon various already existing
architectures. In this architecture, the components of a generic Decision Support Systems are
generally considered to be:






User;
User Interface;
Data Management (DM) subsystem;
Model Management (MM) subsystem;
knowledge-based subsystems.

In some conceptualization of the DSS the User is considered as one of the most important
elements in DSSs. Besides their interaction with the system in use, Users are in many cases
involved in conceptual design and construction of the DSS.
As described in Par. 1.1.5 of CIVIS DoW Part B, the overall CIVIS decision support will be indeed
provided by both the Energy Platform DSS and the Social Platform DSS providing decision support
at different level and with different scope. Thus, the ‘user’ of the Energy platform DSS will be the
Social Platform itself, which will obtain information for further processing and presentation.
Besides the data provided in both PUSH and PULL mode from the Energy ICT Platform to the
Social ICT Platform, the option of a communication in the opposite direction (for instance to
provide to the energy platform feedbacks from the user or configuration parameters decided at
the social platform level) will be evaluated based on the specific use cases.
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Figure 27 CIVIS Energy Platform DSS logical view
The User Interface is, in a generic DSS, the component that provides the communication between
the user and the decision support system. In CIVIS, the Energy Platform DSS will not have a
specific GUI for end users; rather, it will provide services to the social platform and to the upper
layer applications.
The Data Management (DM) subsystem includes the integrated decision support system
database, the integrated system database, the database management system (DBMS), the data
dictionary and querying tools. Data are extracted from internal and external sources and can be
maintained in the database or can be accessed only when is useful.
The DM system includes a Data Extraction module in charge of:
• capturing data from several sources;
• synthesizing, summarizing;
• determining which of them are relevant;
• organizing them, resulting in their effective integration.
The data management subsystem will support also housekeeping functions (data back-ups,
copying, purge, etc.) and data security.
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Figure 28 Data management system of CIVIS Energy Platform DSS
The Model Management subsystem consists of the following components:





the model base, that contains the quantitative models that offer the system the capacity
of analyzing and finding solutions to problems;
the model base management module, that is meant to manage models by using
programming languages;
the model dictionary, that contains the models’ definition and other information related
to them;
the creation, execution and integration module of models, that will interpret the user’s
instructions according to models and will transfer them towards the model management
system.

Typically, the model base can include the following four categories of models:
–

–
–

Strategic models, to support strategic decisions (e.g. in organizational DSSs - 5- 10 years
planning models that represent problems for the strategic level for executive level of
management)
Tactical models, to support tactical decisions (e.g. in organizational DSSs - 1 month – 4
years for mid-level management)
Operational models, to support day-to-day working activities)
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–

Analytical Models, to perform analysis of data through mathematical models, statistical
models, data mining algorithms, etc. These models can be integrated with other models,
e.g. strategic planning model

In CIVIS we will use models for:
- Strategic models for analyzing acceptable, sustainable improvement actions;
- Tactical models for improving habits in mid-term;
- Near real time operational recommendations.
Examples for these categories can be:
- strategic: models for detection of walls/windows insulation issues based on long term data
- tactical: models for detection of excessive Stand-By consumption
- operational: e.g. models for detection of "air draughts"/ "open windows" during heating
on phases
The DSS will support the execution of analytic models by providing access to its data and models.
The Knowledge-based management subsystems can supply the required expertise for solving
some aspects of the problem and provide knowledge that can enhance the operation of other DSS
components.
CIVIS DSS will actively bring out solutions and recommendations based on recognized situations.
The rule based inference engine of Hi Reply context awareness framework will be used.
Other technologies such as fuzzy logic, neural networks, case-based reasoning, Bayesian networks,
etc. could be considered for addressing specific scenarios in a “beyond CIVIS” phase.

8.3 UML Diagrams
In this chapter, the UML diagrams for the proposed architecture will be presented, describing the
logical, dynamic and deployment view for the Energy ICTP. These diagrams are in this phase
detailed on a high level perspective and provide only the basic idea for the implementation that
will be deeply detailed, and eventually modified, during the actual platform deployment.

8.3.1 Logical View of Energy ICTP
In Figure 29 Logical view of the Energy ICTP architecture it is possible to analyze the logical view of
the Energy ICTP architecture:
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Figure 29 Logical view of the Energy ICTP architecture
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Below a brief description of the main packages defined in this UML diagram, where the
AppManager represents the class that will start and manage the entire process (start the listener
on interfaces, the HI Reply platform, etc).













Data Access Layer (DAL): This package contains all the classes that will manage the data
persistence on the CIVIS database. The IDAO interface (Interface of Data Access Object)
defines the methods that deal with the data CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete)
operations; a class for each data store will implement the interface in different ways
according to the associated data store definition.
Sensor Types: This package contains the sensor hierarchy and implements all methods
necessary to parse and collect messages from the DAL. The Sensor abstract class defines a
set of attributes common to all the sensor. Every subclass in the hierarchy will implement
the behavior according to the specific sensor.
Message Types: This package contains the data messages hierarchy and implements the
“deserialize” and “serialize” methods that will convert text messages in system objects and
vice-versa.
The DataMessage abstract class defines a set of attributes common to the two different
types of messages. Every subclass in the hierarchy will implement the behavior according
to the specific message.
Application Enabler: This package represents the platform functionalities, which will
contain basically the Inference Engine, contained in Hi Reply, and the Decision Support
System that will be developed in CIVIS. Thanks to the Inference Engine, HI Reply can derive
complex metrics analyzing the raw data stored in the database. These metrics are then
further elaborated, within the DSS, to generate suggestions every time the generation
process is scheduled or requested by the upper level. The suggestion is enveloped in an
alert that is forwarded to the Social ICTP.
HTTP Frontend: This package manages all the requests from or towards the upper level.
The Application_Enabler_ITF_Manager exposes the platform methods that can be invoked
to exploit the Decision Support System.
The GreenButton ITF Manager, instead, exposes all the implemented APIs of GreenButton
standard that will be used for the communications between Social ICTP and Energy ICTP.
Finally the User&Devices_ITF_Manager defines a set of APIs that will allow to manage the
user e devices data stores, enabling functionalities such as user authentication, CRUD
operations in the DBs and the association between sensors and the users that hold them.
DataSources: This Package manages the connections of the Application Enabler Level with
sensors and other data sources (e.g. queued data or output of stored procedures coming
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from energy supplier/DSO servers).

8.3.2 Dinamic View of Energy ICTP
In the following sections two sequence diagrams represent as many as dynamic views of the
system. The two most representing processing sequences have been described:
 sequence 1: the storage of a measure coming from a sensor into the Energy ICTP DB;
 sequence 2: the generation of a suggestion into the DSS starting from the data collected
into the DB.

8.3.2.1

Sequence Diagram #1

In this first sequence diagram (Figure 30) the process of collection and storage of data coming
from a sensor is shown:

Figure 30 Sequence diagram representing sensors data collection
The following steps can be identified:
1. the sensor posts its data packets to the interface provided by the HTTPDataListener of the
Data Access Layer;
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2. when, at the HTTPDataListener, the data reception is completed, the data is notified to the
Application Manager (AppManager), where data contained in the HTTP packets are
transformed into a string;
3. AppManager requests a deserialization (conversion from string format to a software
object) to the DataMessage class;
4. in the DataMessage class the deserialization is performed and the output returned to the
AppManager;
5. AppManager requests to the Measure Data Access Object (MeasureDAO) the creation of a
measure instance in the DB;
6. the MeasureDAO performs the actual insertion of the measure and related attributes into
the DB and returns to the AppManager a proper acknowledgment.

8.3.2.2

Sequence Diagram #2

In the second sequence diagram below (Figure 31) the steps to generate a suggestion before
providing it to the Social ICTP are described:

Figure 31 Sequence diagram representing the Energy ICTP suggestion generation process
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The steps can be described as follows:
1. a trigger implemented in the Application Manager (AppManager) initialize the process
requesting to the DSS to generate tips for a specific user, for a category or for all the users
participating to the project;
2. the DSS system, in order to elaborate the tips, requests raw data and elaborated metrics
from the Inference Engine;
3. on its turn, the Inference Engine, in order to elaborate metrics, requests raw data to the
DAL, which reads them directly from the DB;
4. data returned by the DB are delivered in the form of measures to the Inference Engine,
which elaborates them and derives the metrics;
5. metrics returned to the DSS are elaborated and the suggestion is provided in output to
proper interface manager, which will forward it towards the Social ICTP.
Note: in the diagram the process is represented as a synchronous cascade of events. In the actual
implementation, the different processes involved could be implemented in asynchronous mode,
due to the necessity of optimize the processing of all operations.

8.3.3 Deployment View of Energy ICTP
Figure 32 describes the UML deployment view of the Energy ICT Platform.
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Figure 32 Deployment view of the Energy ICTP
As it is possible to see, all components described in the logical view are organized accordingly with
the schemas previously described in Figure 23.
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9 System Interfaces
The Energy ICTP has to develop interfaces with other sub-system within the whole architecture.
These interfaces are needed in order to accomplish to two main features that it must implement:
• communication with the Social ICTP, developed in WP3, and
• improved visualization of data (and related suggestions) about energy consumption,
production, associated CO2 emissions, costs and savings.
• creation of a link between CIVIS users and the data produced by the sensors installed in
their houses. As described in Chapter8, the Energy ICTP will provide specific APIs to
implement this link with an application developed in WP4 or WP3.
Different possibilities are available in order to implement these communication channels that have
been analyzed in preliminary studies.

9.1 Interface with WP3
The interface between the Energy ICTP and the Social ICTP will be implemented providing to the
upper layer of CIVIS ICT Platform a definite set of web RESTful APIs. This consents to increase
system security, improve scalability and facilitate the integration and development of additional
services, which will be available wherever an Internet connection is present.
Regarding the data format to be exchanged through this interface, different solutions are possible,
e.g. .xml or .json data formats, but, according with the DoW, it has been chosen to share data
in .xml format.

9.1.1 User interface and functionalities
The functionalities associated to a better visualization of user energy related data are strictly
dependent on the data collected within the portion of ICT Platform developed in WP4. For this
reason within WP4 a list of requirements has been defined which are strictly necessary to achieve
all the CIVIS goals about this matter, described in the DoW. However the visualization of that kind
of data to end users, could be provided in different ways, dependently by the way the User
Interface will be developed.
Two different possibilities could be indeed conjectured:
 the first is to implement a specific Graphic User Interface (GUI), in order to show to the
user only those data coming from this layer of the CIVIS architecture;
 the second is to integrate the visualization of these data within the User Interface that will
be developed in the upper layer of CIVIS ICT Platform, i.e. the Social ICTP.
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The solution that better seems to match the requirements of easiness, for end users, and platform
integration into a single block is certainly the second, that, even if requires a greater exchange of
data between Social and Energy Layers, guarantees a more appealing user experience and better
results in the goal of increasing user awareness. Having a single access point to the platform,
allows prosumers to have at their disposal all the tools that will be delivered by CIVIS platform at a
single glance. Moreover this solution simplifies the management of users accounting, user login
procedures and related security issues and it allows the integration in a single view of social and
energy consumption data: social behavior advices could be displayed near energy data
representation.
Just for example, in this unique UI, data could be visualized by gathering graphs and data
representation in different content-type section; different tabs can be associated to different CIVIS
aspects as energy consumption, social behavior, general tips and historical data. Furthermore, tabs
can be used to separate data related to different work packages: for example one tab for social
information derived from the Social ICTP (WP3) and one tab dedicated to pure consumption data
coming from Energy ICTP (WP4).
Another important functionality that the GUI shall provide is the description of the tips which the
user should follow in order to decrease CO2 emission and energy consumption.
As for the other information to be shown, tips can be gathered in a dedicated tab within the GUI.
Anyway, for this type of information the best practice is probably to show tips close to the data
that caused it. In other words, if a massive use of the washing machine is done during the daytime
even if the user does not have PV production systems, a possible tip could be to shift it utilization
during the nighttime. Assuming that a device level consumption is available through the use of
smart plugs, if this tip is highlighted in the tab of energy data consumption near to the washing
machine utilization data the user can easily associate it to his consuming behavior

9.1.2 GreenButton
During the investigations about the most useful solution that could be adopted in order to encode
energy and user data into the ICT Platform, different possibilities have been evaluated also within
CIVIS Work Package 3.
At the end of these analyses, a good solution has been considered to adopt the GreenButton
standard within CIVIS project both to represent energy data and to implement a portion of CIVIS
ICT system interfaces and APIs.
GreenButton is a new standard that has been introduced in 2011 in the USA to simplify and
improve the data exchange in energy supply, measuring and applications. It uses the XML format
for data representation and, since it is getting wide adoption in the USA and is flexible enough to
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handle different types of energy data and time interval usage, it can be considered one of the best
solution for energy data exchange within CIVIS System.
The use of GreenButton standard also for the interface between Energy and Social ICTP of the
CIVIS ICT platform could allow to:
 achieve a better integration between the two platforms and
 simplify the development of code in order to implement the functionality of energy data
visualization on the UI.
For this reason a portion of the the specified interface will implement the GreenButton standard
for the exchange of energy data. All other data that must flow through this interface and that
could not be carried by this standard, will be exchanged using a different format that will be later
defined.
CIVIS would be the first European project to adopt this energy data standard and in this way it
could be a first step in order to spread it beyond the USA boundaries and to make possible the
standardization of smart meters data exchange.
The Green Button architecture presents a consistent mechanism for authorized exchange of
energy usage information between Utilities, Customers, and Third Party Services Providers. The
entity and information exchange requirements are defined in the ESPI standard [11].
In ESPI, the exchange of information is based on the REST model of web services [12]. This model
considers the exchange of information containing objects called “resources”. Resources can be
exchanged through HTTP protocol services. In ESPI, there are three principle types of resources:
 EnergyUsageInformation (EUI): one or more components of energy usage information
including UsagePoint, MeterReading, IntervalBlock, ReadingType, LocalTimeParameters,
ElectricPowerUsageSummary, and ElectricPowerQualitySummary
 ApplicationInformation: a single data structure that contains definitions of all information
shared between a Data Custodian and Authorized Third Party that govern their
communications relationship.
 Authorization: a single data structure that represents the three-party agreement between
Retail Customer, Data Custodian, and Authorized Third Party which covers the life of the
authorization for EUI exchange.
The main actors involved in the data exchange are:
 RetailCustomer: any person or enterprise that is provided services such as electricity,
water, or gas from a resource service provider. RetailCustomers may be residential,
commercial, or industrial.
 DataCustodian: any enterprise that is holding metered data obtained during the course of
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providing resources to a RetailCustomer. A DataCustodian holds that data as part of the
service they provide and may, with the authorization of the RetailCustomer, allow that
data to be shared with a third party.
ThirdParty: any person or enterprise that is authorized to have access to metered data
held by a DataCustodian. A ThirdParty, when authorized, may subscribe to a
RetailCustomer's data and provide additional services as desired.

Green Button uses the OAuth 2.0 Authorization Framework protocol [13] to provide secure
authorization for accessing the published data stream.
The Actors enter into relationships as depicted in Figure 33. Two main operations are allowed [14]:
 Green Button Download My Data:
Green Button Download my data is the common-sense idea that electricity customers should be
able to download their own energy usage information in consumer-understandable and computerconsumable format.
In the Green Button Download My Data scenario, a Retail Customer goes to a web portal of the
Data Custodian. The Retail Customer establishes his credentials via a login process and is then led
through a dialog to select data he is eligible for. The data is downloaded as a simple XML file. The
XML file references the XML schema that governs its contents and references a style sheet that
renders it in a web browser.
 Green Button Connect My Data:
Green Button Connect My Data extends the concepts and benefits of Green Button Download My
Data; while Download My Data provides a one-time download of historical energy usage
information directly to the consumer, Connect My Data enables the secure delivery of historical
and ongoing usage information from the Data Custodian to one (or possibly more) 3rd Parties, as
selected by the Retail Customer.
In the Green Button Connect My Data scenario, a Retail Customer goes to a web portal to select a
Data Custodian and a Third Party. In order to complete the establishment of the three-way
relationship between the Retail Customer, the Data Custodian, and the Third Party, the Retail
Customer must independently establish his identity with the Data Custodian and the Third Party.
The Retail Customer connects with the Data Custodian and is then led through a dialog to select
available data. Additionally, the Retail Customer chooses a time period for the ongoing delivery of
future usage information. The Data Custodian indicates to the 3rd Party that a Retail Customer has
initiated this three-way relationship and data exchange. Once the three-way relationship is
successfully established, the Data Custodian securely delivers usage information to the 3rd Party.
The authorization of the exchange does not require the sharing of private information between
the Data Custodian and the Third Party. No Private information about the Customer is exchanged
between Data Custodian and the Third Party.
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Figure 33 Green Button actors and operationsi
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9.1.2.1

Green Button Data Format

The graphic in Figure 34 illustrates two views of Green button Data: the Atom feed View and the
Information model view.
Green Button uses the Atom Publishing Standard ( [15], [16]) to represent structured energy usage
information in an XML format that may be exchanged on the internet. The resources defined
within Green Button, UsagePoints, MeterReadings, etc, are expressed, in XML format, within the
Atom feed's Entry tags. This results in a uniform way to expose full-featured data APIs that
reference a Retail Customer's encapsulated Energy Usage Information. Green Button works by
placing data within the <entry> tags of the Atom stream. Data records are placed within the
<entry> ... <content> tags, and relationships between tables are represented in the <link>tags.
Details on data structure and useful developer resources (API documentation, XML data examples,
XSLT to render EUI data) are available on the internet ( [17], [18], [19]).

Figure 34 Composition of Energy Usage Informationii
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The following describes the major classes of Green Button Data:
Table 4 Green Button Data Classesiii
Class
UsagePoint

Description

A UsagePoint is the "point" at which measurements are made in a Green
Button data file. UsagePoints are typically the meter at the service
entrance of the residence or business. However, UsagePoints can also be
submeters, subsystems, or even individual appliances and loads.
LocalTimeParameters
All timestamps in a Green Button data file are required to be UTC. That is
referenced
to
1/1/1970
at
0:00,
Greenwich
England.
LocalTimeParameters is a proposed extension to the ESPI standard that
allows for the description of the local time zone information for a
particular UsagePoint. This permits the holder of the Green Button data
to convert the timestamps in the file to the appropriate local time for
presentation to humans.
MeterReading
A MeterReading is a collection of measurements of the same
ReadingType. These measurements can be single instantaneous
measurements, or, they can be time series. Most common, of course, is
load profile - the sequence of consumption over fixed periods such as
hourly or monthly.
IntervalBlock
An IntervalBlock represents a collection of IntervalReadings.
IntervalBlocks group readings by the day or week or month, as desired.
IntervalReading
IntervalReading is a single measurement. It may also have a timestamp
(time of reading), or a timestamp and duration (representing a period of
accumulation). The IntervalReading also has optional cost that is
attributable to the reading. Finally, an IntervalReading may have a
sequence of "ReadingQualtiy" tags that characterize the reading as to
quality or other exceptional nature.
ReadingType
ReadingType describes what kind of measurements are contained in the
MeterReading. The attributes in the ReadingType most importantly
include what the scale and units are of the values found in the
IntervalReadings.
ElectricPowerUsageSummary This class is a "dashboard" summary of measurements for a specific
period of time - typically a billing period, but not exclusively so. It can
also summarize the major cost components of a billing period if these
fields are supported.
ElectricPowerQualitySummary The ElectricPowerQualitySummary class contains a set of summary
statistics about the power quality during a defined period of time.
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Main Available GreenButton RESTful Web Services
A complete description of GreenButton RestFul APIs as well as a reference implementation is
exposed at [20]. The table below details the general behavior of the Green Button APIs based on
API Type.
The main API that CIVIS platform should be able to realize are those related to UsagePoint and
Authorization, so that:
 The Energy Platform (Data Custodian) can import XML usage point data from sensors to DB
and associate usage data to user (Retail Customer) information.
 The user can log in the CIVIS web app and is enabled to view his usage data for the selected
meter(s) and period.
 The Social Platform (Third party) can request the usage points for a user and access them
from the Energy Platform (Data Custodian) to provide value added services.
Table 5 API Type Behaviorsiv
API Type

URI (beyond base resource – e.g. Request
http://localhost:8080/DataCustodi Data
an)
Access to individual Note: {id} fields are locally unique
resources:
to DataCustodian ApplicationInformat retailCustomerId, usagePointId,
ion, Authorization,
subscriptionId,
ElectricPowerQualit applicationInformationId, and
ySummary,
authorizationId. They are
ElectricPowerUsage obfuscated (at least to 48 bits) via
Summary,
algorithm local to DataCustodian so
IntervalBlock,
no account or other PII data can be
MeterReading,
deduced from the values.
ReadingType,
LocalTimeParamete
rs, UsagePoint
XPath GET Member espi/1_1/resource/RetailCustomer/{ none
retailCustomerId}/…/{resource}/{res
ourceId}
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XPath POST

espi/1_1/resource/RetailCustomer/{
retailCustomerId}/…/{resource}

entry
containing
resource in
content
member

200 OK and
entry
containing
resource in
content
member
or ERROR

XPath PUT

espi/1_1/resource/RetailCustomer/{
retailCustomerId}/…/{resource}/{res
ourceId}

entry
containing
resource in
content
member

200 OK or
error

XPath DELETE

espi/1_1/resource/RetailCustomer/{
retailCustomerId}/…/{resource}/{res
ourceId}
espi/1_1/resource/{resource}/{reso
urceId}

none

200 OK or
error

none

espi/1_1/resource/{resource}

entry
containing
resource in
content
member

entry
containing
resource in
content
member
200 OK and
entry
containing
resource in
content
member
or ERROR

ROOT GET Member

ROOT POST
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the POSTed
resource
becomes part
of collection at
the node of
insertion. Ids
can be linked
to resource
based on URI
pattern.
the resource is
updated to the
new content.
Note: UUID
must be
checked
against the
indicated URI.
the resource is
deleted

the POSTed
resource
becomes part
of collection at
the node of
insertion. Note:
Id associations
can be made
based on self
link.
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ROOT PUT

espi/1_1/resource//{resource}/{res
ourceId}

entry
containing
resource in
content
member

200 OK or
error

ROOT DELETE

espi/1_1/resource//{resource}/{res
ourceId}

none

200 OK or
error

Collection
Resources
ROOT resource GET
Collection

Note: {id} fields are locally unique
to DataCustodian
espi/1_1/resource/{resource}

none

feed
containing
entrys with
resource in
content
member

XPath resource GET
Collection

espi/1_1/resource/Subscription/{su
bscriptionId}/…/{resource}

none

feed
containing
entrys with
resource in
content
member

Subscription GET

espi/1_1/resource/Batch/Subscripti
on/{subscriptionId}

none

feed
containing
entrys with
all resources
in
subscription
and
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the resource is
updated to the
new content.
Note: UUID
must be
checked
against the
indicated URI.
the resource is
deleted

collection
members
limited by the
authorization
by accesstoken
accompanying
the request
collection
members
limited by the
authorization
by accesstoken
accompanying
the request
Note: The
specification of
content of a
subscription is
not
standardized
but is
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according to
the
correspondin
g
Authorization

Bulk GET

espi/1_1/resource/Batch/Bulk/{bulk
Id}

none

Download GET of
data

espi/1_1/resource/Batch/RetailCust
omer/{retailCustomerId}

none

Upload POST of
data

espi/1_1/resource/Batch/RetailCust
omer/{retailCustomerId}

feed
containing
UsagePoint
s and
related
resources
for a single
RetailCusto
mer
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feed
containing
entrys with
all resources
in
subscriptions
for all
Authorization
s with a
scope
containing
the
{BR=bulkId}
feed
containing
entrys with
all resources
in a single
Retail
Customer
200 OK or
error

established by
the Data
Custodian
during the
scope
negotiation
phase of
Authorization.

Implements
Download My
Data.

Populates
DataCustodian
with raw data
and makes
association
between
retailCustomerI
d and
resources
under it.
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9.2 HI Reply Platform Interface
The portion of HI Reply Platform that will be more reused in CIVIS project is surely the HI Reply
Application Layer containing the Reasoner. This layer is the one that definitely exposes its services
to end users, or to other external platforms/applications. This can be made in different ways
including also REST web services. HI Reply functionalities will contribute especially to the CIVIS
Application Enabler Level and for this reason the communication between HI Reply and all
surrounding subsystems will need the implementation of HI Reply interface or the development of
specific adapters. In the following chapter it is possible to find a reference to HI Reply general
interface.

9.2.1.1

Services Exposition

The HI Reply platform defines a great number of functionalities which are published on an
interface to external users/applications through Web Services.
A well designed Web Services should be discoverable and usable from any external application,
independently from the Operating System and from the programming language chosen to
implement the different components of the two communicating platforms.
For this reason HI Reply exposes its Web Services using different techniques, in order to make
them available to the widest typologies of available clients. In particular:
 The platform exposes its services by SOAP Web Services and using WSDL description
language.
 The platform is also able to expose its services both in Single Binding and in Dual Binding
mode. In particular:
o in Dual Binding mode, the platform is able to support:
- The Http protocol in “Dual Binding HTTP” mode;
- The NetTcp protocol in “Dual Binding NetTcp” mode;
o in Single Binding mode, the platform supports the REST architecture;
 The platform supports the DPWS protocol.

9.2.1.2

Data Format

HI Reply uses an abstraction layer to handle uniformly data produced by underlying IoT entities,
i.e. devices, services, people, system nodes, etc. Each IoT entity is represented through an XML
logical model, which is the fundamental representation for data sharing and exchange between
the platform modules. Logical models are described by a XSD hierarchical data model, which
provides a classification of the IoT entities and related offered services (from the single
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functionalities of the devices to more complex context-aware services).
In CIVIS project, data exchanged towards external databases/users/applications could need to be
transformed to other formats to comply to domain specific data models, such as the Green Button
one.

9.2.1.3

Main Available RESTful Web Services

The main RESTful Web Services HI Reply makes available to external users/applications are the
ones related to the following HTTP GET or POST methods:








GetSnapshot, a service to obtain the list of available entities/services, along with all their
properties and their last value. An optional filter parameter allows to specify a filter for the
search query.
GetPropertyName, to obtain the names of properties provided by a service
GetPropertyValue, to obtain the value associated to a specific property of a service;
SetPropertyValue, a service which enables the possibility to modify the value of a settable
property;
GetPropertyAttribute, to obtain the particular attribute associated to a property;
GetPropertyHistoricalValue, to retrieve the historical value associated to a property, which
are saved in Platform DB;
IsServiceRunning, to check if a specific service is correctly running or not.

The URIs that must be invoked in order to access these Web Services are summarized below:
Web Service
GetSnapshot
GetPropertyName
GetPropertyValue
SetPropertyValue
GetPropertyAttribute
GetPropertyHistoricalValue
IsServiceRunning
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URI to be invoked
http://<RemoteHostIP>:8000/ServiceRegistry/getsnapshot?filter=''
http://<RemoteHostIP>:8000/<serviceID>/getpropertynames
http://<RemoteHostIP>:8000/<serviceID>/getpropertyvalue?prop=<pr
opertyname>
http://<RemoteHostIP>:8000/<serviceID>/setpropertyvalue?prop=<pr
opertyname>&value=<value>
http://<RemoteHostIP>:8000/<serviceID>/getpropertyattribute?prop
=<propertyname>&attribute=<attribute>
http://<RemoteHostIP>:8000/<serviceID>/getpropertyhistoricalvalu
es?prop=<propertyname>&starttime=<starttime>&endtime=<endtime>
http://<RemoteHostIP>:8000/<serviceID>/isservicerunning
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Table 6 URIs to be invoked for accessing the Web Services

9.2.1.4

Example of HI Reply Web Service invocation

The URIs that must be invoked in order to get a snapshot of services of a certain type is:
http://<HostIP>:8000/ServiceRegistry/getsnapshot?filter=[Class]==EnergySensor_OR_[Class]==The
rmometer
As shown in the above URI, the GetSnapShot Service supports the specification of filtering based
on logical model properties values through the use of logical operator "AND", "OR" and of "=="
and "!=" comparison strings.
The result of this GetSnapShot is a list of IoT entities of different types, matching the criteria
contained in the filter. For instance, in case of a deployment where only one thermometer is
present and no energy sensors, the result of the above request can be:
<Service List>
<Thermometer xmlns="http://tempuri.org/IoT_XMLSchema.xsd"
xmlns:iot="http://tempuri.org/IoT_XMLSchema.xsd">
<ID iot:Changed="false" iot:Mode="r">CNC05350-Thermometer</ID>
<Description iot:Changed="false" iot:Mode="rw">Description1</Description>
<Persistence iot:Changed="false" iot:Mode="r">30</Persistence>
<Visibility iot:Changed="false" iot:Mode="rw">DASHBOARD</Visibility>
<PhysicalLocation iot:Changed="false" iot:Mode="irw">PhysicalLocation1</PhysicalLocation>
<LogicalLocation iot:Changed="false" iot:Mode="irw">Room 3.2</LogicalLocation>
<DeviceModel iot:Changed="false" iot:Mode="r">DeviceModel1</DeviceModel>
<DeviceState iot:Changed="false" iot:Mode="rw">OK</DeviceState>
<CurrentValue iot:Timestamp="2014-05-22T11:18:05" iot:Changed="false" iot:Mode="rw"
iot:Unit="Celsius" iot:RangeMinValue="-20.0"
iot:RangeMaxValue="100.0">20</CurrentValue>
</Thermometer>
</ServiceList>
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9.3 Hypotheses of interface development between ICT Social
and Energy layers
Assuming that:
 HI Reply technologies will be the core part of Application Enabler layer and that:
GreenButton standard should be used for energy data exchange between Energy and
Social layers of the CIVIS ICT Platform and
 a data exchange is needed in order to make available energy data and suggestions,
(respectively collected and produced in the Energy Layer) to the UI that will be
implemented at Social level.
different hypotheses have been analyzed in order to identify possible implementations for the
development of the interface between Energy and Social layers6.
Three are the main possibilities that have been identified and that can be summarized as follows:
1. Implementation of a single connection between Energy and Social Layers, using HI Reply
native DB;
2. Implementation of a single connection, but adopting a different type of external DB
(dependently from CIVIS needs)
3. Implementation of a double connection with the use of a remote DB, in order to give a
direct access to Energy Layer databases from Social Layer (and vice versa), improve
performances and separate data flows.
In the following we can provide a general overview of system architecture in the 3 cases:

9.3.1 Solution #1: single connection and native MS SQL DB
The first hypothesis for the implementation of the interface between Energy and Social Layers
(Figure 35) contemplates only a single communication between the two layers that is
implemented according with GreenButton standard (or a defined subset of it).

6

In this chapter the APIs necessary to create the link between each ICT platform user and his/her sensors are not explicitly
mentioned because they are not surely part of the interface between Social and Energy ICT Platforms.
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Figure 35 First hypothesis for Social/Energy Layers interface
The “Application Enabler Level” of the Energy ICTP is implemented reusing some libraries of HI
Reply platform that will communicate with a MS SQL Database, using the native communication
technology of HI Reply platform (based on the exchange of XML data). Data stored in this database
will be made available to the Social Layer through an interface that will convert these data
according to GreenButton standard and will publish them through REST Web Services.
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9.3.2 Solution #2: single connection and use of a remote DB

Figure 36 Second hypothesis for Social/Energy Layers interface
In Figure 36 is displayed the second hypothesis for the implementation of the interface between
Social and Energy Layers. In this second case, the only difference from Solution #1 is the presence
of a remote DB, different from MS SQL Database. This hypothesis could be necessary in the case
the performances of the native MS SQL DB might not meet CIVIS requirements in terms of
scalability and performance. For this reason the adoption of a non-relational database can be
considered as a proper step in the direction on improving the architecture previously presented.
In particular, one of the most flexible non-relational databases available at the state of the art is
MongoDB, an open source document database, written in C++, leading the innovation of NoSQL
DBs, which permits to scale horizontally the dimension of the DB without compromising its
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performances. In this case, since MongoDB is based on .json data type, a proper conversion from
HI Reply XML data type should be implemented.

9.3.3 Solution #3: Double connection and use of a remote DB

Figure 37 Third hypothesis for WP3/WP4 interface
The last hypothesis considered for WP3/WP4 interface is an extension of the solution #2 and is
represented in Figure 37.
Having two different machines, one producing data as output of the Decision Support System and
one on which energy data are stored, it is possible to imagine two different connections:
 the first devoted to the exchange of energy data from NoSQL database in GreenButton
standard;
 the second carrying out other information between the two layers (e.g. tips, social data,
etc.) in XML format.
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In this way a further scalability is possible and it is possible to reduce the possibility of bottlenecks
on a single machine in the case of a big data system.

9.4 Interfaces authentication and security
The Energy ICTP and especially the Application Enabler Layer will collect a great number of data
and information about single prosumers, which require specific mechanisms in order to provide
them with concrete and reliable protection.
Based on the fact that the Application Enabler Layer has two different types of interfaces, one
towards the underlying sensors/network layers and one towards the upper Social ICTP, these
mechanisms must be provided on both the cited interfaces.
In particular:
 Specific measures must prevent access to system databases by hardware not explicitly
authorized to interoperate with CIVIS systems. Only sensors and meters explicitly
associated to prosumers registered to the project must be able to communicate and send
data towards CIVIS databases.
 Definite procedures for authentication and interoperation with the Energy ICT Platform
must prevent from unauthorized access to the same.
 A precise set of rules must associate specific permission for accessing Platform data to all
users, in order to guarantee that private data will not be accessible to unauthorized users,
according with the privacy agreement signed by each participant.
Security techniques to be used in the system could be roughly classified based on the network
segment they address:
 End nodes <-> Home aggregator: for sensors not directly connected to the Internet, there
will be a link between them and a home aggregator. The protocols used on this link, from
network to application level, mostly depend on how sensors are manufactured. They could
rely on proprietary technologies or use standard HTTP, WPA2, send encrypted or plain
data, etc. For this reason, in the design phase it will be necessary to take into account these
aspects and develop the appropriate solutions. For proprietary solutions, it is only
necessary to control that security mechanisms are adopted.
 Home aggregators <-> ICT Platform: on this link, most of the considerations done for
sensors are still valid. The goal will be to secure the connection between the home device
and the platform exposed on the Internet. This could be achieved through standard
mechanisms like HTTPS or more complex ones like mutual authentication, to avoid an
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attacker to impersonate the Energy ICTP server or the “Home” node. The application level
could be protected, for example, through standard authentications protocols like SAML, a
widely used and industry proof technology with a number of open source and proprietary
implementations. The goal is explicitly that it must be impossible, without proper
authentication, to access ICTP services.
ICT Platform <-> Social platform (or 3rd parties): as already mentioned, the two parties
must recognize themselves in order to establish a trust relationship. This can be achieved
by protecting access to all of the system’s components behind authentication systems, and
use system users to associate to different platform components and third party
applications willing to integrate with CIVIS.
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10 Conclusions
In this document, the definition of system requirements, system architecture and system
interfaces are introduced, providing also a focus on the Pilot Sites in which the system will be
deployed during the CIVIS project.
The design of the Energy ICTP has been outlined, starting from the analysis of the State of the Art
in the field of energy sensors. The system requirements and architecture have been defined
following a top-down approach, starting from high-level information coming from the DOW and
adding more details during the progress of the project and the elaboration of its user stories. The
same approach has been used also in the design of the Interface between Energy ICTP and Social
ICTP.
The main findings of WP4 activities consist in:
 definition of Energy ICTP User and Software Requirements that will permit to develop and
test the platform;
 creation of the model of the Architecture of the Energy ICT Platform;
 examination of different possibilities for interconnecting the Energy ICTP with other
software modules contained in the CIVIS ICT Platform.
Moreover the deep analysis carried out to define the Status of the Art in the project testbed sites,
has permitted to collect a great number of information that are essential for the proceeding of the
activities. More in detail, the precise knowledge of the pilot sites is the starting point for the
choice of the equipment that will be installed in the testbeds and that will enable to collect energy
measurement useful for reaching CIVIS goals.
Thanks to these information some solutions (kits) to be installed at Pilots Sites for measuring
electric and thermal consumption/production have been identified. The sensor kits, suitable for
Trentino’s Pilot Site, has been tested in order to evaluate their characteristics in terms of
performance, reliability and scalability.
The next steps, therefore, will be:
 selection of most suitable sensors for each testbed;integration of selected sensors into a
sensor layer able to collect data from a wide variety of sensors interconnected to CIVIS
could computing servers by an ad-hoc network;
 development of platform enablers modules that will be able to satisfy the identified
Energy ICTP requirements and provide to the Social ICTP those functionalities foreseen by
the DoW that will contribute to drive the energy social change.
All outputs of these activities will be collected in the D4.3 [M18].
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